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Abstract 

Towards Robust and Scalable Supercooling for Sub-Zero Ice-Free Biopreservation 

By 

Tony Consiglio 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Mechanical Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Boris Rubinsky, Chair 

Organ transplantation represents one of the greatest medical advancements of the past century 
and is often the final option for patients suffering from end-stage organ disease. Despite our ability 
to perform these lifesaving operations, our simple inability to preserve organs for extended periods 
during ex vivo handling has caused immense logistical constraints that result in a majority of 
otherwise healthy donor organs not being transplanted. The current clinical standard for organ 
preservation, static cold storage, takes advantage of the Arrhenius temperature dependence of 
metabolism by placing organs on ice in order to slow expiration but enables just a few hours of 
viable preservation. Lower temperatures could further suppress metabolism and extend 
preservation, however ice crystallization results in irreversible damage.   

Being an activated process, freezing does not occur immediately at the equilibrium phase 
transition temperature, allowing water to remain metastably supercooled below 0°C. By preserving 
an organ in a supercooled state, the metabolism suppressing benefits of lower temperature can be 
attained while entirely avoiding ice formation. Ice crystallization is initiated by heterogeneous 
nucleation however, which is an inherently random process whose rate scales unfavorably with 
temperature, volume, and supercooled duration. This unpredictability poses significant challenges 
to the advancement and ultimate clinical translation of supercooled preservation techniques. 

This thesis has two primary objectives. The first is to identify methods, such as aspects of 
device and preservation solution design, that increase stability of supercooled systems. This 
involves both the development of new experimental tools necessary for probing supercooling 
stability and accompanying mathematical models for contextualizing key observations, such as the 
effect of rigid confinement. The second objective is to develop models to characterize the inherent 
stochastic nature of heterogeneous nucleation. These models enable prediction of freezing 
probability as a function of temperature, supercooled duration, volume, and solution composition. 
Ultimately, by applying engineering methods to understand the underlying molecular processes 
and model stochastic nucleation processes, these efforts establish a framework that enables the 
rational design of robust supercooled preservation protocols. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

1.1 The promise and challenges of supercooled biopreservation 

More than 700,000 deaths annually in the US are attributed to end-stage organ disease 
(ESOD), wherein an organ such as the heart, liver, kidney, pancreas, etc. is no longer able to 
provide life sustaining function [1]. Organ transplantation is often the final option for patients 
suffering from ESOD and represents one of the great medical advances of the past century. Despite 
our ability to conduct these lifesaving operations, it is estimated that globally only 10% of the need 
for organ transplantation is met [1]. Ranking near the top of the many factors responsible for this 
shortage is our simple inability to preserve donor organs for sufficient periods of time between 
procurement from the donor and transplantation in the recipient. This logistical challenge results 
in a large portion of otherwise healthy donor organs not being transplanted. In the absence of 
current supply constraints, it is estimated that greater than 30% of deaths in the US could be 
substantially postponed [2]. 

Taking advantage of its Arrhenius temperature dependence, organ preservation has generally 
involved the use of low temperatures in order to suppress metabolic activity and prevent 
deterioration during ex vivo handling. Static cold storage on ice is the most widely employed 
method for solid organ preservation and enables storage durations on the order of a few hours for 
most solid organs [1]. Preservation at lower temperatures could theoretically suppress metabolism 
further and enable longer periods of viability, however, water tends to freeze below 0°C and ice 
crystallization is known to cause excessive damage to biological systems [3]. 

Freezing is a first-order liquid to solid phase transition that begins with the process of 
nucleation. In the absence of impurities, water can be supercooled to temperatures below -30C 
before the nucleation of ice [4]. This scenario is termed homogeneous nucleation and generally 
does not occur since most volumes of water contain large numbers of minute impurities. These 
impurities reduce the energetic barrier of ice nucleus formation and can result in nucleation at 
much higher temperatures. For instance, certain proteins and macromolecules are unusually 
efficient nucleating agents and can initiate freezing just below 0°C [5], [6].  

The tendency of water to unpredictably freeze below its equilibrium phase transition 
temperature has led historically to the development of sub-zero preservation techniques that 
leverage equilibrium effects to lower the equilibrium freezing point [7], ameliorate the damage of 
ice crystallization [8], [9], or achieve stability through glass formation at cryogenic temperature 
(i.e. through vitrification) [10]. The first application of metastable supercooling for the 
preservation of biological systems spawned from efforts to study the kinetics of ice nucleation 
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during cooling and freezing of cells [11]–[16]. These studies prepared cells in aqueous-oil 
emulsions to reduce the likelihood for heterogeneous nucleation and achieve stable supercooling. 
Much of the subsequent studies continued to focus on cells due the challenges associated with 
supercooling larger volumes; however, a handful of recent studies have begun investigating 
supercooling in full organs [17], [18]. 

Ultimately, driven by random molecular fluctuations, nucleation is inherently stochastic, not 
occurring at the same temperature or time in independent and identical samples. The presence of 
uncharacterized impurities possessing varying abilities for catalyzing heterogeneous nucleation 
imparts an additional level of randomness. The combined unpredictability represents the greatest 
barrier to clinical translation of supercooled preservation. In light of this, the focus of this thesis is 
to develop methods to enhance supercooled stability and estimate freezing probability. 
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1.2 Organization of the thesis 

This thesis is organized into three main sections. Chapter 2 presents three studies that attempt 
to probe and understand the limit of stability in supercooled systems. Section 2.1 presents a 
mathematical model of ultrasonically driven bubble cavitation, a principal destabilization 
mechanism in supercooled systems. This study unifies divergent aspects of bubble dynamics, 
thermodynamics, and nucleation theory to explore the influence of confinement on cavitation-
induced nucleation. This section is based on work presented in reference [19]. Section 2.2 presents 
an experimental campaign which aimed to identify methods for improving the stability of 
supercooling of aqueous solutions and to characterize this stability. This section is based on work 
presented in reference [20]. Section 2.3 presents a follow up study that leverages the systems and 
methods developed in the study of Section 2.2 in order investigate the influence of a carbohydrate 
polymer on supercooling stability. This section is based on work presented in reference [21]. 

Chapter 3 of this thesis presents two studies aimed at developing statistical models for 
informing the rational design of supercooled biopreservation protocols. In Section 3.1, nucleation 
statistics are combined with models for the temperature dependence of the metabolic rate in order 
to estimate the additional metabolic reduction that can be achieved at supercooled temperatures 
with minimal probability for freezing. This section is based on work presented in reference [22]. 
In Section 3.2, a statistical model of heterogeneous nucleation is developed, which accounts for 
the two primary sources of randomness: molecular stochasticity and random heterogeneous 
catalysis. This study enables prediction of supercooling stability in arbitrary systems as a function 
of temperature, volume and supercooled duration. This section is based on work presented in 
reference [23]. 

Chapter 4 concludes this thesis by contextualizing the five principal studies presented and 
offering perspectives on the extension of this work and potential impacts for clinical translation of 
supercooling technology. 

 



Chapter 2   
Investigations into supercooling stability 

This chapter presents three studies that investigate methods for enhancing the stability of 
supercooled aqueous systems. Section 2.1 presents a mathematical model of cavitation, a principle 
destabilizing mechanism, in rigidly confined systems. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 present the 
development of an experimental platform for conducting nucleation experiments. This platform 
enables the investigation of the effect of different system parameters and configurations such as 
thermodynamic boundary condition and surface coating, as well as various solutes on nucleation 
kinetics. 

2.1 Suppression of cavitation-induced nucleation in systems under 
isochoric confinement 

2.1.1 Motivation of this study 

Efforts to mediate the nucleation of solid phases in supercooled liquids are ubiquitous in fields 
ranging from materials science [24] to food science [25], and nucleation suppression has recently 
emerged as an essential route towards long-term organ and tissue preservation [26]–[28]. 
Nucleation is difficult to avoid in mobile or industrial contexts however [29], because acoustic 
agitations of any kind can cause the liquid phase to cavitate, resulting in ultrarapid, high-pressure 
nucleation events[30], [31]. Here, we explore the effects of isochoric (constant-volume) 
confinement on the cavitation dynamics and nucleation kinetics of aqueous systems exposed to 
ultrasonication, one of most reliable sources of rapid nucleation [32]. We unify bubble dynamics, 
thermodynamics, and classical nucleation theory to demonstrate that confinement across multiple 
volume scales can dramatically decrease peak cavity collapse pressures and dampen cavitation-
induced nucleation under a wide range of operating conditions. Furthermore, we demonstrate the 
existence of a critical confinement volume, on the order of 108 times larger than the cavitating 
bubble itself, beneath which cavitation-induced nucleation becomes entirely kinetically prohibited. 
Our results reveal fundamental insights into the effects of confinement on kinetic phase change 
processes, and suggest that confinement could provide a compelling route towards high-stability 
supercooling.  

Mechanical and acoustic stimuli have long been known to induce ice nucleation[33], and the 
works of Hickling[30], [31] clarified the mechanism to be the collapse of cavitating bubbles within 
the liquid. Collapse events occur over the span of nanoseconds, and can cause local pressure 
excursions on the order of several gigapascals in the surrounding medium. In low-thermal-
diffusivity media such as water, this dynamic compression is sufficiently rapid to be considered 
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quasi-isentropic [7], and will result in liquid water rapidly traversing the equilibrium domains of 
several high-pressure ice polymorphs. Ice VII clusters will form  almost instantaneously during 
such dynamic compression processes[31], [34], [35], and it is assumed that these short-lived 
clusters then serve as ultra-potent nucleation sites for ice-1h upon return of the water to its initial 
temperature and pressure[30], producing the macroscopic result of rapid ice-1h formation 
associated with sonic agitation of supercooled water[32]. 

Given the extreme consistency of cavitation-induced nucleation, ultrasonicated systems 
(which aggressively cavitate) provide an excellent platform for the study of nucleation 
suppression. In our recent experimental work[36], we observed that macroscopic volumes of 
supercooled water (~100 mL) confined in an isochoric container were resistant to nucleation via 
ultrasonication as well as other mechano-acoustic stimuli, suggesting the absence or dampening 
of cavitation-induced nucleation processes. In the present work, we conduct a fundamental 
analysis of the effects of multiscale confinement on cavitation-induced ice nucleation, and in the 
process uncover fundamental limiting behaviors relevant to cavity collapse, nucleation, and the 
broader spectrum of kinetic processes under confinement. We unify divergent aspects of bubble 
dynamics, thermodynamics and nucleation theory to explore the influence of confinement on 
cavitation-induced nucleation, a principal destabilization mechanism in supercooled systems. We 
demonstrate that confinement can suppress cavity collapse even in remarkably large systems and 
reveal the existence of critical volumes at which cavitation-induced nucleation becomes entirely 
kinetically prohibited, suggesting confinement as a compelling route towards modulation of 
kinetic phase change processes. 

2.1.2 Cavitation dynamics in confined systems 

In formulating this analysis, we must first acknowledge that the nucleation phenomena of 
interest are mathematically linked to cavitation via quasi-isentropic compression, the magnitude 
of which is dependent upon the pressure excursions encountered during cavity collapse. Thus, we 
begin by analyzing the dependence of cavity collapse dynamics on confinement.  

We develop a modified spherical finite-domain Gilmore model [37] to describe the collapse 
dynamics of a single spherical air bubble of initial radius 𝑅𝑅0 within a confined spherical body of 
water of radius 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 exposed to ultrasonic stimulation. A detailed derivation of the physical model 
is presented in Section 2.1.6  and results in an equation of the form 
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= 0 (2.1) 

which describes the motion of the liquid phase between the boundary of the cavitating bubble 
and the confined container, and reduces to the classical Gilmore equation in the limit of infinite 
container volume. Here, r is the radial coordinate, 𝑇𝑇 is the radial velocity, 𝑇𝑇 is the pressure, 𝑅𝑅 is 
the speed of sound in the liquid, 𝜌𝜌 is the density of the liquid, 𝐾𝐾 is the bulk modulus of the liquid, 
and 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 is the transient bubble radius. The material properties of water are evaluated at the initial 
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bulk temperature of the system, according to the multiparameter equation of state maintained by 
the International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS)[38]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Transient excitation of a gas bubble in 0°C water under an ultrasonic pressure 
field. (a) Acoustic pressure signal of frequency 40 kHz and amplitude 1.5 bar as a function of cycle 
period, 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔/2𝜋𝜋. (b) Time evolution of relative bubble radius, 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏/𝑅𝑅0, for various values of relative 
confinement radius, 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐/𝑅𝑅0. Equilibrium bubble radius, 𝑅𝑅0 = 2.09𝜇𝜇m. (c) Pressure of water at 
bubble interface. 
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The resulting bubble growth and collapse dynamics are depicted in Figure 2.1 for varying 
confinement volumes. The bubble initially grows as tension is applied by the pressure field (shown 
in Figure 2.1a), reaching a maximum size following the point of minimum applied pressure. As 
the applied tension is then released, a force imbalance at the interface of the oversized bubble 
causes violent collapse (Figure 2.1b), during which the bubble radius may recoil to less than one 
tenth its equilibrium size. Given that the pressure within the bubble varies as 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏−3𝛾𝛾 (in which 𝛾𝛾 is 
the ratio of specific heats for air), these collapse events result in brief periods (0.5 – 2 ns) of extreme 
pressure, as shown in Figure 2.1c. 

The degree to which the system is confined (i.e. the ratio of the total confined system volume 
to the initial bubble volume) significantly alters bubble dynamics, acutely reducing the maximum 
bubble size reached and the peak pressure experienced during collapse (Figure 2.1b/c). Physically 
speaking, this reduction is driven by the finite compressibility of the confined liquid phase; as the 
bubble grows, the reduction of the volume occupied by water must be accompanied by an increase 
in hydrostatic pressure, which retards further growth of the bubble.  
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Figure 2.2: Peak collapse pressures experienced during cavitation in confined volumes. 
Curves are plotted for an excitation frequency of 30 kHz unless otherwise noted. (a) General 
dependence of maximum cavitation pressure on degree of system confinement. (b) Dependence of 
maximum cavitation pressure on degree of system confinement for varying degrees of bulk 
supercooling. (c) Dependence of maximum cavitation pressure on excitation frequency. (d) 
Dependence of maximum cavitation pressure on initial bubble radius at the isobaric limit of system 
confinement.  
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In Figure 2.2, the according effects of confinement on peak collapse pressure are demonstrated 
for varying system conditions, across which three distinct behavior regimes emerge (Fig. 2a). At 
the limit of infinite system volume, which is here approached at system volumes on the order of 
1011 times greater than the initial bubble volume, the bubble dynamics are unaffected by the 
container. We term this volume scale the isobaric limit, as the results become equivalent to a system 
operating under unconfined isobaric conditions. It should be noted that this limit may increase 
somewhat (e.g. the effects of confinement may be felt at greater system volumes) as the initial 
bubble size is decreased, due to a relative enhancement of surface tension effects (See Section 
2.1.7 for more detail).  

As the degree of confinement increases (i.e. the container volume decreases), the bubble 
dynamics enter a “transition zone”, in which the bubble begins to feel the effect of confinement 
and the peak collapse pressures begin to decline. The degree of confinement at which the transition 
zone is centered is dominated by the compressibility of the liquid phase, while the width of the 
transition zone is a weak function of the interfacial surface tension of the liquid, the ratio of specific 
heats of the gas, and the viscosity of the liquid. Neglecting time-dependent effects, the position of 
the transition zone can be probed by performing a simple force balance (derived in Section 2.1.7) 
at the bubble’s maximum size, yielding the scaling relation: 
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in which 𝐾𝐾is the bulk modulus of the liquid, 𝜎𝜎 is the surface tension, 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,0 is the initial pressure 
(atmospheric), 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 is a driving pressure, 𝛾𝛾 is the ratio of specific heats of the air, and 𝑅𝑅0,𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 
and 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 are the initial bubble radius, maximum bubble radius, and confinement radius, respectively.  

This scaling relation describes the approximate dependence of the maximum bubble radius on 
confinement, which serves as an effective first-order proxy for the peak collapse pressure and 
allows for convenient approximation of the order-of-magnitude confinement scales at which an 
arbitrary liquid with bulk modulus 𝐾𝐾 and surface tension 𝜎𝜎 will start to see an arrest of cavitation 
dynamics. These scales are plotted for varying bulk moduli and surface tensions in Section 2.1.7, 
and the location and width of the water transition zone predicted by this simple relation 
demonstrate order-of-magnitude agreement with the full data presented in Figure 2.2.  

The third and final regime depicted in Figure 2.2a, encountered at system volumes 
approximately 107 times larger than the initial bubble volume, demonstrates the existence of a 
critical confinement under which bubble collapse becomes entirely prohibited (as evidenced by 
the peak collapse pressure reducing to zero). Resistance from the rigid container prevents the 
bubble from reaching sufficient size to drive an unstable collapse event, and it instead merely 
oscillates stably in response to the applied pressure field (as in the bottommost profile in Figure 
2.1b). We term this volume range the isochoric limit, and at confinement volumes in this regime, 
the system will experience no significant excursions in pressure.  

The three regimes identified in Fig. 2a remain consistent as operational parameters are varied, 
though the discrete peak pressures encountered may change significantly. In particular, reduction 
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of the bulk system temperature significantly dampens collapse intensity (Figure 2.2b), due 
principally to the large increase in the viscosity of water at subzero centigrade temperatures, and 
reduction of the excitation frequency (Figure 2.2c) increases collapse intensity, due to an increased 
tensioning period in which the bubble is allowed to grow preceding collapse. The dependence of 
peak collapse pressure on the initial bubble size is also shown in Figure 2.2d, acknowledging that 
in an experimental context, a bubble field will exist with a distribution of cavitating bubble sizes. 
Throughout the collapse analyses presented in this work, the initial bubble radius that yields the 
highest collapse pressure for a given frequency is employed, ensuring description of the most 
extreme possible response. 

2.1.3 Transient supercooling during cavity collapse  

Using the results of Figure 2.2, we are now empowered to relate confinement to high-pressure 
transient ice nucleation by evaluating the quasi-isentropic thermodynamic path taken by the water 
surrounding the bubble during collapse. In Figure 2.3a, compression isentropes for water evaluated 
from multiple bulk system temperatures are plotted atop the H2O phase diagram, allowing 
calculation of the temperature difference ∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 between the compressed metastable liquid 
phase and the relevant equilibrium phase of ice as a function of pressure. This temperature 
difference is plotted in Figure 2.3b for various isentropes. As the water is compressed, it can pass 
through the equilibrium regions of up to five high pressure polymorphs of ice, with the most radical 
supercooling invariably occurring in the ice VII region. 
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Figure 2.3: Transient high-pressure solidification processes for systems of varying bulk 
temperatures sonicated at 30 kHz. (a) Phase diagram of water with isentropic compression 
curves for bulk system temperatures of 0, -5, -10, -15, -20 and -25°C, color coded according to the 
color bar at right. The water-ice liquidus line (solid black) shows the equilibrium boundary 
between the liquid water phase (above the line) and the ice phases Ih, III, V, VI, and VII (below 
the line), as labelled along the bottom of the plot. Isentropic compression curves (dashed lines) 
show the temperature-pressure thermodynamic path followed by water as it is isentropically 
compressed from a varying initial temperature. As compression increases, the water will traverse 
through the equilibrium regions of several different ice phases. Both the liquidus line and the 
isentropic compression curves were calculated using the standard IAPWS multiparameter 
equations of state[38], [39]. (b) Magnitude of transient supercooling encountered during isentropic 
compression, e.g. the difference ∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 between the liquidus curve and a given isentropic 
compression curve. Curves are truncated at the maximum pressure reached during cavity collapse 
for a given bulk temperature. (c) The same maximum transient supercooling as a function of 
confinement volume, adapted according to the pressure-confinement volume relations provided in 
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Figure 2.2. (d) Minimum ice VII induction time encountered during cavity collapse as a function 
of confinement volume, as calculated using classical nucleation theory. The dashed line represents 
the critical induction time threshold, defined by the average duration of a high-pressure collapse 
event (here 1 ns). Minimum ice VII induction times beneath this threshold will lead to formation 
of ice VII nuclei during cavity collapse, while induction times above the threshold will not.  

By now combining the confinement-pressure results of Figure 2.2b with the pressure-
supercooling results of Figure 2.3b, the maximum transient supercooling encountered at a given 
confinement volume can be calculated (Figure 2.3c), and the same confinement limits seen in the 
collapse pressure can be observed. At the isochoric limit, the maximum supercooling encountered 
in the system will simply be defined by the bulk system temperature, as no cavitation will occur. 
At the isobaric limit, significant cavity collapse pressures will drive ∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 into the range 
of hundreds of degrees, principally in the ice VII region of the phase diagram.  

Reduction of the maximum transient supercooling can be observed at remarkably large 
confinement volumes, on the order of 109 times larger than the bubble itself, and increases acutely 
over the volume range corresponding to the transition zone. Across confinement volumes, the 
maximum supercooling encountered is also a strong function of the bulk system temperature, 
though counterintuitively, increasing bulk supercooling decreases later cavitation-induced 
supercooling, due to increasing viscosity of water at low temperatures.  

2.1.4 Effects on cavitation-induced nucleation  

We now incorporate the transient supercooling results developed in Figure 2.3c into classical 
nucleation theory (CNT) and examine the induction time required for the nucleation of a high-
pressure solid phase as a function of confinement. To simplify this analysis, we make the crucial 
assumption that the only high-pressure polymorph of ice likely to form during the quasi-isentropic 
compression process is ice VII, though each isentrope will briefly pass through regions in which 
ice V or ice VI may be more thermodynamically stable. This assumption is based on previous 
experimental observations of ice nucleation during quasi-isentropic dynamic shock compression, 
in which metastable ice VII was found to form preferentially to stable ice VI due its lower 
interfacial free energy[40], [41]. Furthermore, growth of ice VII has been observed at the same 
time scales as cavity collapse (~single nanoseconds)[35], [41], [42], and the relative degree of 
supercooling is highest in the ice VII region.  

Using the Myint equation of state[43] to calculate the thermodynamic driving forces (e.g. the 
chemical potential difference) between compressed water and ice VII along each compression 
isentrope, CNT enables calculation of a transient induction time of the form 

 
τ =

3kBTρsolidΔG∗

π3σ2γ
 (2.3) 
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which was originally formulated by Kaschiev[44] and adapted by Myint[34] to describe the 
time required for a cluster of ice VII particles to reach the critical size required for nucleation. In 
Equation (2.3), 𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇 is the thermal energy, 𝜌𝜌solid is the molecular volume of ice, 𝜎𝜎 is the interfacial 
free energy between water and the growing ice VII phase, 𝛾𝛾 is a growth rate, and Δ𝐺𝐺∗ is the 
nucleation barrier (see Section 2.1.8 for full accounting of nucleation parameters).  

Armed with the maximum supercooling encountered at a given confinement volume (Figure 
2.3c) and the pressure-temperature paths followed during quasi-isentropic compression of the 
water, the fastest induction time possible at a given confinement volume can be calculated for 
various degrees of bulk supercooling (Figure 2.3d). The isobaric and isochoric limiting behaviors 
are once again observable: the induction time stabilizes to a minimum value at large system 
volumes, and it arcs toward infinity as the system volume decreases and the cavitation dynamics 
driving nucleation are extinguished.  

In order to estimate whether cavitation-induced ice VII nucleation will ultimately occur, we 
can now compare the induction time required for the formation of a stable nucleus to the period 
over which the pressure excursion due to cavity collapse occurs. Previous experimental work has 
observed ultra-rapid formation of metastable ice VII at dynamic pressures as low as 1.8 GPa[40]; 
we thus examined the period over which the collapse pressure remained greater than or equal to 
this pressure, finding across bulk system temperature and frequency conditions a value of 
approximately 0.5 – 1.5 ns. This period can be applied as a critical threshold for the induction time 
of a high-pressure solid phase, and is plotted as a dashed line on Figure 2.3d. If the calculated 
induction time at a given confinement volume rests under this threshold, ice VII has a kinetic route 
to nucleation. If the induction time is above this threshold however (i.e. if it takes longer than ~1ns 
for a critical cluster of ice VII to form), the collapse pressure will dissipate before a stable nucleus 
can form, kinetically prohibiting cavitation-induced nucleation.  

The discrete confinement volumes at which the induction time curves plotted in Figure 2.3d 
cross the collapse period threshold thus represent a critical phenomenon: the degree of confinement 
at which cavitation-induced nucleation becomes kinetically prohibited. This “critical confinement” 
volume can be plotted as a function of system parameters, herein the bulk temperature of the 
resting system and the driving frequency of the ultrasonication, to develop a kinetic phase diagram 
establishing the temperature - confinement boundary under which cavitation-induced nucleation 
will not occur for a given driving frequency (Figure 2.4).  

The single-bubble analysis performed herein reveals several important consequences of 
system confinement: it can dampen bubble collapse dynamics, reduce transient supercooling 
during cavitation, and ultimately restrict cavitation-induced nucleation. Furthermore, there exist 
calculable critical confinement volumes at which discrete kinetic behaviors (bubble collapse, 
nucleation of high-pressure polymorphs) can be prohibited entirely. Perhaps most surprising 
however is the volume scale at which these myriad confinement effects come into play: For a 
single cavitation bubble on the order of 10-11 mL in volume, across sonication frequencies and bulk 
system temperatures, bubble collapse and cavitation-induced nucleation become kinetically 
prohibited at minimum critical confinement volumes on the order of 10-4 mL and 10-3 mL, 
respectively. From a physical perspective, this remarkable difference between the requisite system 
volumes for critical confinement and the cavitating bubble volumes is a manifestation of the large 
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compressibility difference between water and air (or more generally between generic liquids and 
gases); if the compressibility of the liquid medium surrounding the bubble increases, the observed 
difference in these volume scales lessens, consistent with the scaling relation provided in eq. 2 and 
plotted in the Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.4: Ice VII kinetic phase diagram. The critical confinement volume for kinetic 
prohibition of ice VII nucleation is plotted as a function of temperature for various driving 
frequencies. Dashed lines indicate the boundary that separates the confinement regimes in which 
nucleation of ice VII can (above a given line) and cannot (beneath a given line) occur.  
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2.1.5 Discussion  

These remarkably large single-bubble confinement volumes suggest that the observed 
confinement effects may also translate to bulk macroscopic systems, which produce large 
populations of simultaneously cavitating bubbles upon ultrasonication. For example, recent 
estimations of the number density of cavitating bubbles in water sonicated in the 20 – 200 kHz 
frequency range suggest that approximately 103 bubbles may cavitate per mL of liquid[45]. As a 
first-order approximation, if a hypothetical bulk system is ultrasonicated at 30 kHz and confined 
at 10 mL, the volume may be divided evenly by the number density of bubbles to arrive at an 
effective confinement volume per bubble of 10-2 mL, which is well within the transition zone for 
transient supercooling (Figure 2.3c) and approaching the critical confinement threshold for 
cavitation-induced ice VII nucleation (Figure 2.4).  

It must be noted however that the critical confinement volumes calculated in this work 
describe only the most extreme possible cavitation scenario, in which the equilibrium size of the 
cavitating bubble corresponds to the peak displayed in Figure 2.2d, which will yield the greatest 
possible collapse pressure and the highest pursuant likelihood of ice VII nucleation. 
Experimentally, a cavitating bubble field in a macroscopic system will include a wide distribution 
of larger and smaller bubbles[45], which will inevitably produce significantly smaller pressure 
excursions upon collapse and reduce the likelihood of nucleation. Nucleation-suppressing 
confinement effects may thus potentially be observed at much larger scales than those considered 
here, and indeed in our recent proof-of-concept experimental investigation of nucleation in 
supercooled confined systems[36], suppression of nucleation was observed in macroscopically 
confined systems on the order of 100 mL that were supercooled to -3°C and ultrasonicated at 55 
kHz. Although a full bubble field analysis is required to accurately extend the present model to 
experimentally relevant multi-bubble systems, the experimental findings described in[36] provide 
preliminary experimental confirmation of our proposed nucleation suppression mechanism, and 
future experimental efforts should not rule out confinement as a means of suppressing cavitation-
induced effects at any scale. It should also be noted that the bubble number density, size 
distributions, and single-bubble peak collapse pressures may vary significantly for acoustic 
agitations other than ultrasonication, and future work should adapt the analyses presented herein 
to a variety of acoustic stimuli.  

The need for robust control of ice nucleation has become increasingly clear in light of recent 
successes in medical supercooling[26], [27], which have yielded excellent biological results but 
have thus far not proven translatable outside a highly controlled laboratory environment[29]. 
Cavitation-induced nucleation of high-pressure polymorphs is the dominant mechanism by which 
supercooled systems are destabilized upon mechanical or acoustic perturbation (as occurs 
variously during transportation and clinical use), and thus any supercooling approach intended for 
practical use must work to suppress this mechanism.  

Our results herein suggest that isochoric confinement can significantly hinder cavitation-
induced nucleation, and, taken in combination with other recent works investigating the limiting 
effects of isochoric confinement on other ice nucleation and growth mechanisms[36], [46], [47], 
suggest that confinement may provide a compelling route toward robust nucleation suppression in 
supercooled systems. Future work should extend the single-bubble analyses developed herein to 
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full cavitating bubble fields, and in doing so establish a model for direct prediction of nucleation 
suppression effects in more complex macroscale cavitating systems.  

2.1.6 Derivation of the cavitation model 

Here we present the details of the mathematical model developed in the study to model bubble 
dynamics. The derivations presented follow the approach implemented by Gilmore[37], modified 
for consideration of a finite domain. The problem considered herein describes cavitation dynamics 
under confinement in an isochoric container subjected to an ultrasonic pressure field, enabling 
study of collapse effects as a function of container size. The mathematical formulation is defined 
by a single spherical bubble located at the center of a rigid, spherical vessel, as shown in Fig. 5.  

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic of spherical bubble within a rigid confinement 

Radial, compressible flow is prescribed, and the gas inside the bubble is assumed to be 
spatially uniform. The effect of gravity and any initial temperature variations are neglected. Thus, 
the equations of motion describing the conservation of mass and momentum in the liquid are 
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where 𝜌𝜌 is the density, 𝑇𝑇 is the velocity and 𝑇𝑇 is the pressure. The viscosity enters the problem 
solely as a boundary condition, as will be seen later, since viscous effects are confined to a thin 
boundary layer at the bubble surface and have been found to have a negligible effect on bubble 
dynamics[37], [48], [49].  

The momentum equation is integrated from the liquid-gas interface at the bubble wall, 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏, to 
the container wall or confinement radius, 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐: 
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where the enthalpy at constant entropy, ℎ, is given as 

 
ℎ = �

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝜌𝜌

𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝0
. (2.7) 

Using the definitions  

 1
𝑇𝑇2
𝜕𝜕(𝑇𝑇2𝑇𝑇)
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔

=
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔

+
2𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇

= 𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙 (2.8) 

 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

=
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔

+ 𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇

  (2.9) 

The remaining integral in Equation (2.6) can be reformulated by partial integration to obtain: 

 
�

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏
= �−𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔
�
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐
+ � 𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝜕𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

= �−𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

+ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙 − 2𝑇𝑇2�
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐
+ � 𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝜕𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏
 

(2.10) 

The remaining integral in Equation (2.10) can be evaluated by recognizing that the quantity 
𝑇𝑇Δ𝑙𝑙 is invariant in the acoustic approximation and thus satisfies the relation: 

 𝐷𝐷(𝑇𝑇𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙)
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

=
𝜕𝜕(𝑇𝑇𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙)
𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔

+ 𝑅𝑅
𝜕𝜕(𝑇𝑇𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙)
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇

= 0 (2.11) 
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where 𝑅𝑅 is the speed of sound in the liquid. Utilizing this, the integrated momentum equation 
can be assembled to yield: 

 
�−𝑇𝑇

𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

+ 𝑇𝑇𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑅𝑅) −
3
2
𝑇𝑇2 + ℎ�

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐
= 0 (2.12) 

From the continuity equation we find 

 𝛥𝛥𝑙𝑙 = −
1
𝜌𝜌
𝐷𝐷𝜌𝜌
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

= −
1
𝐾𝐾
𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

 (2.13) 

In the barotropic approximation, pressure is only a function of density, 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇(𝜌𝜌), and is 
described by the relation  

 𝐾𝐾 = 𝜌𝜌𝑅𝑅2 = 𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌

 (2.14) 

where 𝐾𝐾 is the liquid bulk modulus and 𝑅𝑅 is the speed of sound. Herein, 𝐾𝐾 and 𝑅𝑅 are evaluated 
at equilibrium conditions. Substituting this into Equation (2.12), we get 

 
�−𝑇𝑇

𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

+
𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅
𝐾𝐾
�1 −

𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅
�
𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

−
3
2
𝑇𝑇2 + ℎ�

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐
= 0 (2.15) 

Gilmore [37] recognized that the Kirkwood-Bethe approximation, which assumes that the 
characteristic invariants propagate at a velocity of (𝑅𝑅 + 𝑇𝑇), is more accurate for finite fluid 
velocities. By following the approach implemented by Flynn [48], we may compare the form of 
Gilmore’s equation to Equation (2.15) and include three additional correction factors to yield 

 
�−𝑇𝑇 �1 −

𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅
�
𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

−
3
2
�1 −

𝑇𝑇
3𝑅𝑅
� 𝑇𝑇2 +

𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅
𝐾𝐾
�1 −

𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅
�
𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

+ �1 +
𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅
� ℎ�

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐
= 0. (2.16) 

The enthalpy, ℎ, as defined in Equation (2.7), is evaluated in terms of pressure 

 
ℎ = �

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝜌𝜌

𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝0

=
𝐾𝐾
𝜌𝜌0
�1 − exp �

𝑇𝑇0 − 𝑇𝑇
𝐾𝐾

��. (2.17) 
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To obtain an equation describing the motion of the bubble interface, Equation (2.16) and 
Equation (2.17) must be evaluated at the bubble wall and container wall. The boundary conditions 
satisfied by the liquid at the bubble wall, assuming no diffusion of gas through the interface, are 

 𝑇𝑇(𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏, 𝜔𝜔) = �̇�𝑅𝑏𝑏 (2.18) 

 
𝑇𝑇(𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏, 𝜔𝜔) = 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠(𝜔𝜔) −

2𝜎𝜎
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

− 4𝜇𝜇
�̇�𝑅𝑏𝑏
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

+ 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) (2.19) 

where, 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 is the evolving bubble radius, σ is the surface tension of the gas-liquid interface, μ 
is the liquid viscosity, 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠(𝜔𝜔) is the pressure of the gas within the bubble, 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 is the amplitude and ω 
is the frequency of the imposed ultrasonic pressure disturbance. The over dot indicates 𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔.  

Adopting a polytropic equation of state, the pressure within the bubble under adiabatic 
conditions is given by the relation 

 
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠(𝜔𝜔) = �𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,0 +

2𝜎𝜎
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0

� �
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏
�
3𝛾𝛾

 (2.20) 

where 𝛾𝛾 is the ratio of specific heats, 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝/𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣. Since the container walls are assumed rigid, the 
liquid satisfies the condition 

 𝑇𝑇(𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 , 𝜔𝜔) = 0. (2.21) 

It has been shown that large pressure variations due to bubble collapse during transient 
cavitation are only felt within a distance of few bubble radii from the bubble wall [30]. Thus, to a 
first-order approximation, it can be assumed that the density in the liquid varies uniformly due to 
the evolving bubble volume. Utilizing the relation from Equation (2.14), the pressure of the liquid 
at the container wall can written as 

 
𝑇𝑇(𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 , 𝜔𝜔) = 𝐾𝐾 ln�

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐3 − 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0
3

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐3 − 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏3
� + 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,0 (2.22) 

where 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0 is the initial bubble radius and 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,0 is the initial liquid pressure.  

By evaluating Equations (2.16) and (2.17) utilizing the boundary conditions, a second-order 
nonlinear ordinary differential equation is obtained describing the time evolution of the bubble 
radius: 
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�1 −

�̇�𝑅𝑏𝑏
𝑅𝑅
�𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏�̈�𝑅𝑏𝑏 +

3
2
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�̇�𝑅𝑏𝑏
𝑅𝑅
� �̇�𝑅𝑏𝑏2 +

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅
𝐾𝐾

𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

−
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑅𝑅
𝐾𝐾

𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏
𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔

�1 −
�̇�𝑅𝑏𝑏
𝑅𝑅
� + ℎ𝑐𝑐

− �1 +
�̇�𝑅𝑏𝑏
𝑅𝑅
� ℎ𝑏𝑏 = 0 

(2.23) 

This equation can be readily numerically integrated to find the bubble radius as a function of 
time, 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏(𝜔𝜔). It is easily observed that in the limit of infinite confinement radius, the model reverts 
to the traditional Gilmore equation describing bubble dynamics in an infinite (isobaric) medium. 

In the analysis described herein, the physical properties (viscosity, surface tension, density, 
speed of sound and bulk modulus) are evaluated at the initial bulk system temperature using values 
from the IAPWS R6-95(2018) formulation[38]. 

2.1.7 Transition Zone Scaling Analysis 

As shown in Figure 2 of the main text, three regimes emerge when evaluating the dependence 
of the maximum pressure generated during cavity collapse on the degree of confinement. In the 
isochoric limit at sufficiently small confinement volumes, no significant pressure excursions are 
experienced. Conversely, at large confinement volumes, an isobaric limit is reached in which the 
bubble dynamics are unaffected by the rigid confinement and do not differ from an unconfined 
system. Between these two limits lies a transition zone that spans a few orders of magnitude in 
volume, in which the bubble dynamics begin to be affected by the rigid wall causing the peak 
collapse pressure to be suppressed. 

Since the peak collapse pressure is integrally related to the maximum radius reached by the 
bubble during the growth period, the origin and behavior of the observed trends can be probed by 
performing a static force balance on the bubble at its point of maximum growth. During the tension 
phase of the ultrasonic stimulation, the ultrasonic pressure and pressure within the bubble 
(Equations (2.19) and (2.20)) are balanced by the pressure due to the compression of the water 
volume (Equation (2.22)). Taking the ultrasonic pressure to be equal to the driving pressure 
amplitude, the balance can be written as 

 
𝐾𝐾 ln�

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐3 − 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0
3

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐3 − 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,max
3 � + 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,0 = �𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,0 +

2𝜎𝜎
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0

� �
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,max
�
3𝛾𝛾

−
2𝜎𝜎

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,max
+ 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 (2.24) 

Shown in Figure 2.6 is the normalized maximum bubble radius as a function of confinement 
radius for a range of values of liquid compressibility, 𝐾𝐾−1, surface tension, 𝜎𝜎, and initial bubble 
radius, 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0. The location of the transition zone is found to be dependent on the compressibility 
(𝐾𝐾−1), while the width of the transition zone is largely dependent on the surface tension (𝜎𝜎). 
Although this static scaling analysis does not include the effect of viscosity or sonic velocity, 
detailed analysis utilizing the full bubble dynamics model shows that viscosity has a similar effect 
to surface tension, though to a weaker degree, and that sonic velocity has a similar effect to 
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compressibility, which is expected due to their direct relationship (Equation (2.14)). The initial 
bubble radius (𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0) is also found to affect the transition zone: smaller bubbles experience the 
effect of confinement at larger relative container volumes. This may be attributed to the increased 
significance of surface tension, which scales with the surface area to volume ratio and is thus more 
dominant in smaller bubbles. This relationship can be observed in Figure 2.6b and Figure 2.6c. As 
the initial bubble size increases, this effect diminishes, and the relative critical confinement volume 
becomes independent of the initial bubble radius. 

The scaling relation given in Equation (2.24) can be used to easily probe the discrete 
confinement volumes at which confinement effects will be seen for arbitrary liquid materials with 
known compressibilities and surface tensions. 

 

Figure 2.6: Dependence of transition zone on system parameters: (a) compressibility, 𝐾𝐾−1; (b) 
surface tension, 𝜎𝜎; (c) initial bubble radius, 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0. 

2.1.8 Nucleation Parameters 

This section provides a very brief explanation of the parameters used to calculate the induction 
time for ice VII via classical nucleation theory. The approach is identical to that applied by Myint 
et. al[34], who followed the initial derivations by Kashchiev[44], and more information can be 
found in those works.  

The thermodynamic driving force for nucleation is the difference in the bulk chemical 
potential between the solid and liquid phases: 

 𝛥𝛥𝜇𝜇 = 𝜇𝜇solid − 𝜇𝜇liquid (2.25) 

We obtained temperature- and pressure-dependent chemical potential values for liquid water 
and ice VII from the equations of state developed by Myint et al [20]. This chemical potential 
difference Δ𝜇𝜇, which scales with volume and drives ice formation, is then compared to the 
interfacial free energy 𝜎𝜎, which scales with surface area and resists ice formation, to identify the 
critical radius at which an incipient ice cluster will form a stable nucleus. This critical cluster radius 
is defined as:  
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 𝑅𝑅∗ =
2𝜎𝜎

𝜌𝜌solid𝛥𝛥𝜇𝜇
 (2.26) 

In which 𝜌𝜌solid is the density of the ice VII phase. The value of the interfacial free energy at a 
given cavitation pressure was calculated from a linear interpolation between the two reference 
points determined in Myint et al. [12], σ = 23.0 mJ/m2 at 1.58 GPa and σ = 129 mJ

m2 at 7 GPa.   

The critical cluster radius is then employed in the definition of several other terms describing 
the size and behavior of a critical cluster, including:  

The critical energy barrier to nucleation:  

 
𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺∗ =

16𝜋𝜋𝜎𝜎3

3𝜌𝜌solid2 𝛥𝛥𝜇𝜇3
 (2.27) 

The critical cluster size:  

 
𝑇𝑇∗ =

32𝜋𝜋𝜎𝜎3

3𝜌𝜌solid2 𝛥𝛥𝜇𝜇
 (2.28) 

The Zel’dovich factor, or the probability that a critical cluster will continue to grow, in which 
T is the temperature and 𝑘𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant:  

 
𝑍𝑍 = �

𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺∗

3𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇∗
2�

1/2

 (2.29) 

The growth rate of the stable critical cluster, in which m is the molecular mass of the solid ice 
VII phase:  

 
𝛾𝛾 = �

𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇
𝛥𝛥 �

1/2 𝛥𝛥𝜇𝜇
𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇

 (2.30) 

A frequency factor describing the attachment rate of new molecules to critical clusters, in 
which 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the molecular volume of the ice VII phase: 

 
𝐷𝐷∗ =

4𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅∗2𝛾𝛾
𝑉𝑉solid

 (2.31) 
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And the curvature at the top of the energy barrier: 

 𝜁𝜁 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍2 (2.32) 

Calculation of each of these parameters at a given temperature and pressure, starting from the 
bulk chemical potential difference, enables calculation of equation 3 in the main text, the induction 
time of a stable ice VII nucleus: 

 𝜏𝜏 =
8𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇
𝜋𝜋2𝜁𝜁𝐷𝐷∗ (2.33) 

It should be noted that no arbitrary scaling factor has been applied to this induction time, as 
was done by Myint et al [11]. This results in our induction time calculation representing a 
conservative limit on the induction time of ice VII nucleation during cavity collapse (e.g. it 
provides the fastest possible induction time).  

Equation (2.33) can be reformulated in terms of the nucleation barrier as 

 
τ =

3kBTρsolidΔG∗

π3σ2γ
. (2.34) 
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2.2 Methods to stabilize aqueous supercooling identified by use of 
an isochoric nucleation detection (INDe) device 

2.2.1 Overview 

Stable aqueous supercooling has shown significant potential as a technique for human tissue 
preservation, food cold storage, conservation biology, and beyond, but its stochastic nature has 
made its translation outside the laboratory difficult. In this work, we present an isochoric 
nucleation detection (INDe) platform for automated, high-throughput characterization of aqueous 
supercooling at >1 mL volumes, which enables statistically-powerful determination of the 
temperatures and time periods for which supercooling in a given aqueous system will remain 
stable. We employ the INDe to investigate the effects of thermodynamic, surface, and chemical 
parameters on aqueous supercooling, and demonstrate that various simple system modifications 
can significantly enhance supercooling stability, including isochoric (constant-volume) 
confinement, hydrophobic container walls, and the addition of even mild concentrations of solute. 
Finally, in order to enable informed design of stable supercooled biopreservation protocols, we 
apply a statistical model to estimate stable supercooling durations as a function of temperature and 
solution chemistry, producing proof-of-concept supercooling stability maps for four common 
cryoprotective solutes.  

2.2.2 Motivation of this study 

The stable equilibrium freezing point of liquid water, perhaps the most studied substance on 
Earth, is well known to be 0°C at atmospheric pressure. However, water may continue to exist in 
a metastable liquid state well below this temperature, and this phenomenon, termed supercooling, 
plays an integral role in numerous environmental[50], [51], biological[52], [53], medical[54]–[57], 
agricultural[58], [59], and industrial contexts[35], [60], [61]. Of particular interest, stable long-
term supercooling has recently been deployed in a series of successful human organ and tissue 
preservation studies[54]–[57], providing a method of holding sensitive biologics at sufficiently 
low temperatures to arrest expiration whilst protecting them from lethal ice formation, which is 
essential to increasing the accessibility and efficacy of life-saving transplantation procedures[29], 
[62], [63]. However, despite the broad relevance of aqueous supercooling, it has thus far been 
minimally characterized at the bulk (> 1 mL) volumes relevant to many applications, and as such, 
design of translatable supercooling protocols and devices has proven challenging.  

The central challenge posed by the use of supercooling is the stochastic nature of ice 
formation[4]. At its core, nucleation of a solid phase is a kinetic process driven by random 
molecular fluctuations within a supercooled liquid—and thus while the point after which water 
can freeze can be rigorously defined as a single temperature (0°C), the point at which pure water 
will freeze is a complex statistical function of the supercooling temperature, the period for which 
it is held at this temperature, and the water’s volume or surface area[64]–[66]. 

To complicate things further, ice may nucleate from supercooled water in one of two modes: 
homogeneous nucleation, in which the water becomes sufficiently cold to drive spontaneous ice 
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cluster formation in the liquid interior (occurring at approximately –40°C for pure water[67]–[70]), 
or heterogeneous nucleation in which the presence of foreign agents (particulate matter and 
surfaces[71]–[75], air bubbles[28], [76]–[78], etc.) reduces the kinetic barrier to ice formation and 
causes nucleation to occur at significantly higher temperatures. In aqueous systems of  > 1 mL 
volume, nucleation proceeds nigh-exclusively by the heterogeneous mode, introducing a new 
potential dependence of any nucleation data on the materials with which the water is interfacing 
during a given experiment.  

Given this stochastic and context-dependent nature of ice nucleation, a rigorous description 
of aqueous supercooling (sufficient to enable informed design of supercooling protocols) requires 
very high statistical power, necessitating tens-to-hundreds of trials for each condition probed. In 
order to achieve these sample sizes, the majority of aqueous supercooling studies have employed 
microliter-and-smaller water droplets, which are monitored optically or thermally in order to detect 
the onset of ice nucleation/ceasing of supercooling. These studies have precisely characterized 
several homo- and heterogeneous nucleation processes at the microscale, but have proven 
challenging to scale to larger volumes due to the scale-dependent confluence of volumetric and 
surface effects. In particular, droplet and other <1 mL-volume-based studies of heterogeneous 
nucleation are typically dominated by the role of the air-water interface as a potent nucleation site, 
as has been highlighted previously[79].  In bulk systems relevant to applied biopreservation 
however, evaluating simply by surface area of contact, the water-solid interface is much more 
likely to dominate heterogeneous effects, limiting the cross-over applicability of small-volume 
heterogeneous nucleation studies. Furthermore, thermodynamic size effects (e.g. surface tension 
and curvature effects[80]) may contribute meaningfully to droplet systems, but become negligible 
at bulk volumes, augmenting the difficulty in confidently scaling droplet studies. 

Thus, in order to drive the characterization of aqueous supercooling at bulk volumes and 
ultimately design supercooling protocols relevant to bulk applications (such as biopreservation), 
supercooling studies must be performed directly on bulk-volume samples. However, this must be 
done without sacrificing the large sample sizes needed to secure sufficient statistical power to fully 
specify stochastic behaviors, and a significant technical challenge is thus presented. 

In this work, we introduce the isochoric nucleation detector (INDe), an experimental platform 
which leverages the unique thermodynamics of isochoric systems to probe supercooling in bulk-
volume aqueous media at high-throughput and high statistical power. 

Over the past decade, isochoric (constant-volume) thermodynamic conditions, which are 
achieved by confining bulk water or solution in a rigid, high-strength container in the absence of 
air or any other highly compressible elements, have been demonstrated to affect the aqueous 
freezing process in various ways[46], [47], [81]. Most significantly, the phase equilibria that result 
under isochoric conditions are fundamentally different than those encountered under the 
conventional isobaric (constant pressure) conditions that exist when the system is open to the 
atmosphere. Instead of freezing entirely at sub-zero centigrade equilibrium, as is expected under 
isobaric conditions, an aqueous isochoric system will freeze only partially, achieving a two-phase 
equilibrium configuration in which the expansion of some portion of ice drives self-pressurization 
of the system, depressing the freezing point of the remaining portion of the system and maintaining 
it in a stable liquid state. This ultimate two-phase thermodynamic destination of the system not 
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only affects the final phase equilibria experienced, but also the kinetic nucleation and growth 
pathway taken to get there, and prior theoretical and experimental work has suggested that 
isochoric conditions may enhance the stability and reduce the variability of aqueous 
supercooling[36], [46], [82], thereby enabling not only potentially robust biopreservation and other 
practical applications, but reliable supercooling characterization at bulk volumes. 

Herein we detail the electro-mechanical design of the INDe device and its thermodynamic 
operating principles and then employ it to conduct three studies investigating multiple factors that 
affect supercooling in aqueous systems, including thermodynamic boundary condition, surface 
coating and solution chemistry. Among several key findings, we demonstrate that isochoric 
conditions can indeed significantly enhance the depth and stability of aqueous supercooling 
relative to conventional isobaric conditions; that applying a hydrophobic coating to all surfaces in 
contact with the bulk liquid sample can further enhance aqueous supercooling regardless of 
thermodynamic condition, and that various common solutes will depress the maximum degree of 
supercooling possible by at least as much as their according freezing point depression. Finally, we 
deploy a Poisson-statistics model of nucleation to calculate the induction time of nucleation (i.e., 
the period that the supercooled liquid will remain stable) as a function of temperature for each 
solution using only our maximal supercooling data as an input, providing an essential tool for the 
informed design of supercooled biopreservation protocols. In total, this work demonstrates both 
the multifaceted utility of the INDe platform for nucleation analyses and several novel means of 
enhancing supercooling in aqueous systems. 

2.2.3 Design of an Isochoric Nucleation Detector (INDe) 

In order to study bulk-volume aqueous supercooling at high-throughput, we have designed a 
device that leverages the unique thermodynamic behaviors of aqueous systems confined under 
isochoric (constant-volume) to detect nucleation at low-latency without the need for scale-variant 
thermal or optical detection: the isochoric nucleation detector (INDe).  

At the heart of the INDe, depicted in Figure 2.7, is a two-part isochoric (constant-volume) 
chamber constructed from Aluminum-7075, chosen for its preferable combination of high strength 
and high thermal conductivity. The chamber has an internal volume of 5mL and an inner diameter 
of 0.5”. A threaded plug with a tapered end forms a tight metal-on-metal seal with the 
corresponding mating surface on the chamber body, providing a sealed interior capable of 
withstanding pressures in excess of 200 MPa. This design feature further creates a continuous and 
homogenous interior surface that minimizes the potential for active nucleation sites and thus 
maximizes supercooling to the greatest extent possible. Flat exterior faces of the chamber allow it 
to be clamped between a pair of temperature control assemblies, each comprised of a two-stage 
thermoelectric module and standard fan-cooled CPU heat sink. To aid in temperature control and 
uniformity, the chamber is further surrounded by an insulation shell of 3D printed PLA plastic 
filled with expanding polyurethane insulating foam. Figure 2.13 shows several assembled INDe 
devices.  
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the Isochoric Nucleation Detector (INDe). (a) 3D rendering depicting 
cutaway of INDe chamber, insulation shell and temperature control assemblies consisting of 
thermoelectric modules and fan-cooled CPU heat sinks. (b) 2D cutaway schematic of 5mL INDe 
isochoric chamber depicting sealing mechanism, embedded thermocouple and strain gauge. 

 

2.2.4 Pressure-based nucleation detection 

In traditional nucleation experiments, the nucleation events are often detected optically, by 
sensing the change in sample translucence[74], [83], or thermally, by detecting the release of latent 
heat[84], [85]. In metallic isochoric chambers, optical detection is not possible. Detection of the 
latent heat release is possible; however, in systems of milliliter scale or larger, the propagation of 
thermal energy from the nucleation site to the temperature sensor requires appreciable time and 
may thus lead to measurement uncertainty. In aqueous systems under isochoric conditions 
however, a third signature of ice nucleation exists: pressure. Due to the difference in density 
between ice and water, when ice begins to crystallize from supercooled aqueous media in a 
confined environment, its expansion generates significant hydrostatic pressure (up to 
approximately 210 MPa at –22°C)[47]. Thus, in an isochoric chamber, the detection of a pressure 
rise serves as an alternative method for nucleation detection. Furthermore, this pressure signal 
propagates through the sample at the speed of sound (approximately 1500 m/s in pure water), 
providing extremely low detection latency and affording easy scalability to increasingly large 
systems.  

In order to detect the pressure signature of ice nucleation, a traditional pressure transducer 
may be employed; however, this can introduce undesirable material interfaces, undesirable 
complexity and expense, as well as potential compressibility issues, which may corrupt the desired 
isochoric conditions. Instead, the INDe, which is specifically designed to maximize supercooling 
stability, utilizes a high-sensitivity full-bridge strain gauge affixed to one of the exterior faces of 
the chamber (Figure 2.7b). Elevated pressure within the sealed isochoric environment causes the 
chamber to mildly elastically deform, which produces a clear spike in strain gauge signal. The 
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equivalence between direct detection of pressure and detection of strain was verified by 
simultaneously monitoring pressure and strain during a nucleation event. As shown in Figure 2.8c, 
the two signals are nearly coincident, with sub-one second latency. This simple strain detection 
method has proven to be highly sensitive, and because it is independent of chamber geometry, may 
be readily employed in isochoric systems of varying size.  

On the face of the chamber opposite the strain gauge, a hole in which a type-K thermocouple 
is embedded, allows for measurement of the internal temperature (±0.2°C). A 3D thermal analysis, 
detailed in the SI, was performed to evaluate the temperature evolution of the aluminum chamber 
at the maximal cooling rates of interest to this work (2±0.5°C/min). The temperature of the 
chamber where the thermocouple is mounted was found to remain within 0.05°C of the interior 
chamber wall temperature, which itself is uniform across its surface area to within ±0.05°C. This 
uniformity is the most critical to interpretation of all nucleation results, because in bulk systems 
nucleation proceeds nigh-exclusively in the heterogeneous mode, starting at the chamber wall. The 
center temperature of the sample by comparison will lag somewhat behind the periphery in contact 
with the chamber walls (see SI for details), but is presumed not to contribute to observed nucleation 
phenomena due to the absence of homogeneous nucleation modes at temperatures higher than 
approximately –40°C. 

2.2.5 Transient supercooling experiments in the INDe 

Experiments to characterize supercooling are generally conducted in one of two modes: 
isothermal or transient. In the isothermal mode, the sample is quenched to and held at a single sub-
freezing temperature, and the time required for ice to nucleate is recorded (this “induction time” is 
a fundamental characteristic of supercooling, and will be discussed in further detail in the coming 
sections)[58], [83], [86]–[88]. In the transient mode, the sample temperature is cooled 
continuously at a constant rate and the temperature at which nucleation occurs is recorded[74], 
[89]–[91]. This value, herein referred to as the nucleation temperature, represents the limit of 
stability at which the induction time approaches zero, or the maximal degree of supercooling 
possible. 

From a theoretical standpoint, the isothermal method may be preferable, as it enables direct 
determination of the nucleation rate of the system, 𝐽𝐽 � # 𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠
�, which represents the 

most fundamental parameter employed in classical nucleation theory (CNT). However, this 
nucleation rate can vary many orders of magnitude with small changes in temperature[64], and the 
induction time may thus vary from the order of seconds to the order of years with only a few 
degrees change in temperature, posing a significant difficulty for laboratory experimentation 
(especially if trials are to be repeated tens or hundreds of times in order to establish sufficient 
statistical power). Thus, the transient method is much more practical for high-throughput 
experimentation, and while the INDe can be operated in both configurations, we conduct all 
experiments herein in the transient mode.  

Transient supercooling experiments in the INDe begin by filling and sealing the isochoric 
chamber. Special attention is paid to excluding any air from the chamber during assembly, as the 
presence of any bulk gas phase can corrupt the desired isochoric conditions by introducing 
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increased compressibility[92], and because the gas-liquid interface may act as a potent nucleation 
site[28]. To form a reliable seal capable of withstanding elevated pressures, which may exceed 200 
MPa if ice growth is allowed to proceed indefinitely, the plug is tightened to a torque of 45 ft-lbs. 
After loading, the sealed chamber is inserted into the insulation shell and secured between the 
temperature control assemblies.  

Utilizing a custom-developed Python control dashboard, the temperature is decreased at a rate 
of 2±0.5°C/min via PID control of the thermoelectric modules. Cooling is continued until the onset 
of nucleation, which is indicated by a spike in the strain and autonomously sensed by the control 
software. The thermoelectric elements are then switched into heating mode and the temperature of 
the chamber is quickly brought back above 0°C and held for a specified time (here 5 minutes), 
after which the same plunge in temperature is repeated. This heating step arrests ice growth and 
enables the supercooling to be “reset” after each nucleation event, enabling continuous 
unmonitored cycling for tens or hundreds of independent nucleation events over the course of 
several hours.  

Depicted in Figure 2.8a and Figure 2.8b are example raw temperature and strain data for 
several cooling and warming cycles. In Figure 2.8c we provide verification that the observed strain 
signal is, as expected, coincident with the increase in internal hydrostatic pressure, as measured by 
a digital pressure transducer. The base of the strain spike corresponds to the nucleation of ice from 
the supercooled liquid and establishes the time at which the nucleation temperature is determined. 
Figure 2.8d depicts the evolution of nucleation temperatures for a single experiment across 100 
cycles (no statistically relevant trend is observed, as should be expected of a memoryless stochastic 
process), and Figure 2.8e shows a violin plot depiction of this same nucleation data capturing the 
stochastic distribution, median value, and range. The width of the violin plot is proportional to the 
number of nucleation events (i.e., nucleation probability) at the corresponding temperature. Figure 
2.8f depicts the survivor curve or cumulative distribution function of this data, which describes the 
fraction of total cycles for which the sample did not freeze at a given temperature. For example, 
for the data shown, approximately 50% of trials remained unfrozen at –14.5°C. Each of these 
representations offers different insight into the statistical realities of nucleation in the target 
substance, with the survivor curve providing the ultimate limits of the observed nucleation 
probabilities. Further details on all performed statistical analyses are provided in the Methods 
section.  
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Figure 2.8: Example data obtained by the INDe. (a) Raw temperature curves for a series of 
cooling/warming cycles. Markers at bottom of saw-tooth indicate nucleation temperature. Inset 
depicts zoom-in on one nucleation event. (b) Corresponding raw strain curve. Spike in signal 
caused by nucleation of ice within isochoric chamber. Markers at base of spike indicate nucleation 
event. Inset depicts zoom-in on one nucleation event. (c) Validation of equivalence between 
pressure and strain monitoring for nucleation detection. Blue region indicates cooling period. Red 
region indicates warming period after detection of nucleation. (d) Representative extracted 
nucleation temperatures from one INDe experiment. (e) Violin plot representation of nucleation 
temperature distribution. (f) Survivor curve representation of nucleation temperature distribution. 

 

2.2.6 Using the INDe to probe various factors affecting aqueous supercooling 

Supercooling is a complex phenomenon affected by myriad factors, including thermodynamic 
boundary conditions, surface conditions, and system chemistry. The INDe provides a versatile 
platform for probing all of these aspects both independently and in concert, and in order to 
demonstrate the breadth of studies possible, we present three studies on differing factors affecting 
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aqueous supercooling, which culminate in the presentation of useful tools for the design of 
effective supercooled biopreservation protocols.  

Effects of thermodynamic conditions and surface conditions on supercooling of 
pure water 

Recent studies have suggested that isochoric conditions may enhance the supercoolability of 
aqueous solutions relative to conventional isobaric (constant pressure) conditions at atmospheric 
pressure. Powell-Palm et al.[36] demonstrated that supercooled isochoric systems exhibit 
enhanced stability against macroscopic agitations including vibration, ultrasonication, drop impact 
and thermal cycling, albeit at only a single mild supercooling temperature (–3°C). Further studies 
have also suggested that isochoric confinement may increase supercoolability by increasing the 
energetic barrier to nucleation and suppressing other kinetic nucleation mechanisms such as 
cavitation[46], [82]. 

In order to further probe the potential effects of isochoric confinement on supercooling, the 
INDe is employed here to characterize the supercooling limit of deionized water in three potential 
thermodynamic configurations: under isobaric conditions (in which the liquid is freely exposed to 
the atmosphere), under isobaric + oil-sealed conditions (in which the liquid is exposed to the 
pressure reservoir provided by the atmosphere, but is denied contact with air by an immiscible 
layer of oil), and under isochoric conditions (in which the liquid is denied access to the atmosphere 
entirely and is rigidly confined at constant volume). Isobaric experiments were performed in the 
same INDe chambers, yet with the plug removed, and in the oil-sealing trials, a layer of mineral 
oil was placed atop the water volume, as depicted in Figure 2.9a. Although ice nucleation in an 
isobaric system is not required to be accompanied by an increase in hydrostatic pressure, the strain 
gauges nonetheless produce a small yet distinct spike upon nucleation, likely due to rapid ice 
expansion in the narrow cavity. This signal proves sufficient for nucleation detection and is 
additionally supplemented by monitoring of the temperature rise due to the release of latent heat 
(which occurs within a second of the strain rise).  

In addition to these varying thermodynamic conditions, we also probe the effect of two 
different surface conditions on pure water supercooling. As nucleation occurs heterogeneously in 
most real aqueous systems[4], [75], [93], countless studies have probed the effects of surface 
conditions on ice nucleation processes. In classical nucleation theory, the contact angle of the liquid 
phase on the containing surface captures the propensity of that surface to aid in heterogeneous 
nucleation, with lower contact angles (or hydrophilic surfaces) increasing the likelihood of 
nucleation and higher contact angles (or hydrophobic surfaces) decreasing the likelihood of 
nucleation[65]. Surprisingly however, while myriad studies have examined the supercooling of 
droplets on hydrophobic surfaces, to our knowledge no previous studies have probed the effect of 
fully containing > 1 mL volumes of water within hydrophobic walls. Thus, for each of the 
thermodynamic configurations mentioned above, we also probe the effect of coating the entire 
interior surface of the chambers with a thin layer of petrolatum, thus exposing it to exclusively 
hydrophobic surfaces.  
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For each condition, a minimum of 50 trials per chamber in three different chambers are 
performed, providing a minimum n = 150 data points. The results of these pure water experiments 
with both bare aluminum surfaces and hydrophobic petrolatum-coated surfaces are shown in 
Figure 2.9, and several conclusions can be made.  

 

Figure 2.9: Investigation of thermodynamic conditions (isochoric, conventional isobaric, and 
isobaric oil-sealed) with two different wall conditions (bare metal and petrolatum-
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coated).  (a) Schematic illustration of experimental configurations. (b) Violin plot distributions of 
nucleation temperatures. Each violin plot represents an experiment performed on a different 
sample in a different device. (c) Mean nucleation temperature for each experimental condition. For 
each condition, experiments were conducted in three (3) separate chambers for a minimum of 50 
cycles each. Each value reported in (b) is the average of the mean nucleation temperatures from 
each chamber, weighted by the number of cycles. Error bars indicate the average of the standard 
deviations for each chamber, weighted by the number of cycles. Asterisks (*) indicate conditions 
that produced statistically similar results. 

 
Firstly, for both surface conditions, bare and coated, the isochoric systems exhibit significantly 

lower mean nucleation temperatures than both the isobaric and isobaric oil-sealed systems. This 
finding supports previous theoretical suggestions that isochoric confinement increases the 
nucleation barrier and decreases the probability of nucleation at a given temperature[46], and is 
furthermore consistent with previous experimental findings that found isochoric supercooling to 
be more stable than its isobaric alternatives at a given sub-zero centigrade temperature[36]. 
Interestingly, oil-sealing produces no statistically significant effect on the observed nucleation 
temperature as compared to the unsealed isobaric system, seemingly contrary to previous 
findings[28], [54]. Based on the fact nucleation occurs heterogeneously (i.e., on surfaces) in 
aqueous systems of this size, we may attribute this result to the small relative surface area of the 
water-air interface in our system, which accounts for only approximately 6% of the total enclosed 
surface area. Following this logic, in systems of smaller height-to-diameter aspect ratios (such as 
those employed in previous studies[28], [54]), oil-sealing may be predicted to have a more marked 
effect. 

A further explanation for these observations may lie in the three-phase contact line (i.e., the 
air-water-surface and air-oil-surface interface). This interface, which is present in both isobaric 
and isobaric oil-sealed systems, is not present in the isochoric system due inherently to the total 
confinement within the aluminum chamber. Recent studies have probed nucleation kinetics at three 
phase contact lines and have found increased nucleation propensity at these interfaces[94]–[96]. 

Secondly, for all three thermodynamic configurations, the addition of a hydrophobic surface 
coating to the bare metallic walls is found to significantly depress the mean nucleation temperature. 
It should be noted that the amount by which the nucleation temperature decreased is very similar 
between the two isobaric conditions and greater under isochoric conditions, consistent with the 
aforementioned surface area arguments. These results suggest that systems designed for enhanced 
supercooling should incorporate hydrophobic coatings not only at the air-water interface, but on 
every surface in contact with the liquid. However, while the supercooling enhancement effect of 
one token hydrophobic surface coating (petrolatum) is demonstrated here, whether these effects 
are specific to petrolatum or to hydrophobic coatings as a whole cannot be concluded, and future 
work should probe the effects of various hydrophobic coatings. 

Finally, among the three thermodynamic configurations, the conventional isobaric trials 
produce the largest standard deviations, while the standard deviations for the isobaric oil-sealed 
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and isochoric trials are of comparable and lesser magnitude. This suggests that an exposed air 
interface, which is open to convection, the introduction of microscopic particulates, small local 
variance in pressure, etc., may introduce the potential for inconsistent nucleation sites, a result that 
is consistent with previous supercooling experiments[28], [36], and that isochoric or oil-sealed 
conditions should be employed for fundamental nucleation characterization where possible.  

Effects of common cryoprotective solutes on aqueous supercooling 

While the supercooling behaviors of pure water are of fundamental interest to materials 
science, a myriad of biological, geochemical, and atmospheric supercooling processes of interest 
involve the incorporation of various solutes. The equilibrium freezing point depression 
accompanied by the addition of various solutes to water is well documented; however, the effect 
of these same solutes on complex kinetic processes such as heterogeneous nucleation is less well 
understood. Amongst the many studies that have probed the metastability of aqueous solutions[75], 
[93], [97]–[99], it is often hypothesized that the presence of solutes disrupts the hydrogen bonding 
network of water molecules and their ability to produce crystalline-like order, and that this 
disruption results in a decreasing homogeneous nucleation temperature relative to pure water[69].  

To demonstrate the utility of the INDe for characterizing the effect of solutes on supercooling 
in bulk aqueous solutions, we perform transient supercooling experiments on binary solutions of 
four common cryoprotective compounds: dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), ethylene glycol, glycerol 
and propylene glycol. In order to probe the maximal possible supercooling, per the results in the 
previous section, these experiments are conducted under isochoric conditions in chambers coated 
with petrolatum. Figure 2.10 shows the nucleation temperature data for trials conducted at 
concentrations of 1 mol%, 2.5 mol% and 5 mol% of each solute. Figure 2.10a-d show the 
distributions of the experimental nucleation data in violin plot form, Figure 2.10e-h show survivor 
curves for this data, and Figure 2.10i-l show the weighted mean nucleation temperatures as a 
function of concentration. As in the preceding pure water experiments, a minimum of 50 
trials/chamber in three different chambers are performed for each condition, providing a minimum 
n = 150 data points, which Figure 2.10 displays in aggregate for each solute and concentration. 
The chamber-by-chamber raw data for each condition (totaling 36 trials across four solutions and 
three concentrations) are provided in Figure 2.14.  

Several significant conclusions can be drawn from the data in Figure 2.10. Firstly, the expected 
trend of decreasing nucleation temperature with increasing solution concentration is observed over 
all tested solutions and concentrations, indicating that no unanticipated surface-solute interactions 
or entropic effects develop with increasing solute presence. The absolute degrees of supercooling 
achieved by each solution are largely similar (within an approximately 2°C span for each mol%), 
with 5 mol% propylene glycol providing the deepest observed supercooling at –21.6°C. 

Furthermore, the nucleation temperatures observed across solutions at the relatively mild 
concentrations probed here suggest strong untapped potential for supercooling in the context of 
biopreservation, in which the duration of preservation possible is a strong function of the degree 
of coldness achieved. Supercooled biopreservation studies have thus far been conducted at 
temperatures in the –3°C to –8°C range[55]–[57], [100]; however, our data suggest that much 
colder temperatures could potentially be achieved. For example, at 5 mol% (15.4 – 21.2 mass% or 
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2.4 – 2.5M depending upon the solute), all four solutions exhibit maximal supercooling at 
temperatures less than –20°C, and at 1 mol% (3.4 – 4.9 mass% depending upon the solute or 
approximately 0.5M) they exhibit maximal supercooling at temperatures less than –15.9 °C. Of 
course, safe and high-stability supercooling cannot be performed at the limit of supercooling and 
additional analyses are required to estimate the temperatures at which high stability is guaranteed 
(discussed in the following section), but the magnitudes of the nucleation temperatures shown in 
Figure 2.10 suggest that significantly colder supercooled biopreservation is possible without the 
incorporation of high-toxicity concentrations cryoprotectant chemicals. 

 

Figure 2.10: Nucleation temperature data for binary solutions of water and four solutes: 
DMSO (green), ethylene glycol (blue), glycerol (purple), propylene glycol (pink). (a)-(d) Violin 
plot distributions of nucleation temperatures. (e)-(h) Survivor curves for distributions shown in 
(a)-(d). (i)-(l) Weighted mean nucleation temperatures as a function of concentration. Error bars 
and shaded region indicate one standard deviation. 
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In addition to solution-by-solution analysis of absolute supercooling, useful insight can be 
attained through comparison of the relative supercooling (i.e., the distance in temperature past the 
equilibrium melting point to which the solution is supercooled) between solutions. One oft-used 
parameterization framework, termed the lambda method[75], [93], [101], [102], characterizes the 
effect of solutes on aqueous supercooling using the relation: 

 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 = 𝜆𝜆𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 (2.35) 

wherein Δ𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 is the equilibrium melting point depression of the aqueous solution, Δ𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 =
𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐,𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, is the depression of the nucleation temperature of the solution relative 
to the nucleation temperature of pure water, and 𝜆𝜆 is an empirical constant that depends on the 
nature of the solute as well as experimental conditions such as the presence of specific ice 
nucleators and sample volume[101]. Following this approach, for a set of identical experimental 
conditions, the relative supercooling ability of different solutions may be compared on the basis 
of their 𝜆𝜆 value. It has been found that for homogeneous nucleation in microscale systems (sub-
mL volumes, typically probed using droplets), 𝜆𝜆 is approximately equal to 2[75]. Exceptions to 
this exist for large molecules, such as polymers and long-chain carbohydrates, which exhibit 
significantly non-ideal behavior in solution and have been shown to produce 𝜆𝜆 values up to and 
greater than 4[75], [98]. The 𝜆𝜆 value for homogeneous nucleation at the microscale represents the 
upper bound for a given solution however, and for heterogeneous nucleation, 𝜆𝜆 will decrease with 
increasing nucleation propensity. 

 

Figure 2.11: Equilibrium melting temperature and nucleation temperature curves for four 
solutes: DMSO (green), ethylene glycol (blue), glycerol (purple), and propylene glycol (pink). 
(a) Equilibrium melting temperatures and nucleation temperatures as a function of concentration. 
𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 is the equilibrium melting point depression.  𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is the difference between the nucleation 
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temperature for the solutions and the nucleation temperature of pure water. (b) Change in 
nucleation temperature versus melting point depression. 

 
Applying the lambda method, we proceed to compare the relative supercooling between 

solutions. Figure 2.11a provides both the equilibrium melting temperature and nucleation 
temperature curves as a function of concentration for the four studied solutions, and comparison 
via the lambda method is achieved in Figure 5b by plotting the degree of additional supercooling 
compared to pure water, Δ𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐, against the equilibrium melting point depression, Δ𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢. Two 
conclusions may be drawn from this comparison.  

Firstly, the ratio 𝜆𝜆 = Δ𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐/Δ𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 falls between 0.95 and 1.2 across all solutions tested 
herein. The majority of prior nucleation research evaluating solution supercooling by the lambda 
method has examined microscale systems, and often in the homogeneous nucleation regime. To 
our knowledge, this data provides the first high-statistical power lambda values for these solutions 
at > 1 mL volumes and under consistent surface conditions, and we thus suggest that an 
approximate value of  𝜆𝜆 = 1 may provide a sound benchmark for the scaling of bulk supercooled 
solutions with their melting point depression. 

Secondly, Figure 2.11b demonstrates that while ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, and DMSO 
all exhibit very similar behavior, glycerol provides appreciably less supercooling per unit melting 
point depression. It is difficult to speculate as to the origin of this difference, however previous 
work in the homogeneous regime has similarly reported that glycerol provides less supercooling 
as compared to ethylene glycol[98].  

Calculating nucleation induction times using INDe data 

This work has thus far presented results on the supercooling of aqueous media with the interest 
of measuring the absolute and relative degrees of supercooling afforded to water by the addition 
of various solutes or the application of different thermodynamic conditions. We now turn to the 
oft-overlooked next step in supercooling analysis: adaptation of this material data to a useful 
application.  

In order to facilitate supercooled biopreservation, stability of supercooling must be ensured 
for extended periods, typically on the order of days or weeks—which of course precludes the use 
of the maximal supercooling temperatures reported in the preceding section, at which ice 
nucleation is induced over a period of seconds. Thus, to design an effective biopreservation 
protocol, one must know not simply the maximum degree of supercooling possible, but the 
maximum degree of supercooling at which the induction time of nucleation (the period that the 
solution will remain stably supercooled preceding the emergence of the first nucleus) exceeds the 
desired preservation duration. While direct experimental probing of the requisite relationship 
between temperature and induction time can prove incredibly time-intensive, this relationship can 
be reliably estimated using only the survivor curve data that we have already generated herein. 
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Nucleation of a solid phase from a liquid phase is often analyzed through the lens of classical 
nucleation theory, a semi-physics-based phenomenological framework developed in the mid-20th 
century. However, nucleation may also be modelled as a Poisson process, an approach that has 
enabled significant recent progress in untangling the phase transformation kinetics of metals, 
ceramic materials, and phase-change energy storage materials[84], [103]–[105]. 

In particular, Lilley et al.[84] have recently developed a model by which to calculate the 
induction time as a function of temperature for a given system using only high-throughput bench-
scale nucleation data, such as that presented in Figure 2.10, and we here adapt this approach to 
estimate the induction time-temperature relationships for our solutions of interest. Within this 
model, the Poisson rate parameter is taken to equal to the nucleation rate, 𝐽𝐽 �𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠
�, which may be 

fitted to a function of the form 

 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) = 𝛾𝛾𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 (2.36) 

 
𝜒𝜒(𝑇𝑇) = exp�−

1
𝛽𝛽
� 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇)𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚

� = exp�−
𝛾𝛾(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇)𝑠𝑠+1

𝛽𝛽(𝑇𝑇 + 1)
� (2.37) 

wherein 𝛽𝛽 is the cooling rate in °𝐶𝐶
𝑠𝑠

. In our INDe system, the cooling rate is prescribed, and thus 
Equation (2.36) can be fitted to the experimentally measured survivor curves (an example fit is 
shown in Figure 2.15) in order to determine 𝛾𝛾 and 𝑇𝑇 and obtain the nucleation rate as a function of 
temperature. Finally, the average induction time 𝜏𝜏 can then be calculated as 𝜏𝜏 = 𝐽𝐽−1.  

2.2.7 Mapping stability for supercooled biopreservation 

Following the aforementioned procedure, the induction time-temperature relationship is 
computed for the pure water trials with petrolatum coating (Figure 2.12a) and for the four solutes 
presented thus far (Figure 2.12b-e). The induction times are computed for each individual trial and 
the shaded regions provide the range of induction times for the three individual trials of each 
condition. The solid lines give the average of the three individual induction times. It should be 
noted however that the induction times are computed from experimentally-obtained survivor 
functions, whose empirical functional form is non-linear. Thus, this average does not capture the 
full predictive power of the empirical data that the shaded range does, and may vary from the true 
average, the computation of which would require a method of averaging a set of multi-parameter 
empirical cumulative distribution functions. Future work should investigate more sophisticated 
mathematical approaches by which to extend averaging of raw nucleation data to computed 
induction times or other secondary parameters.  
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Figure 2.12: Isochoric nucleation induction times. (a) Nucleation induction times as a function 
of temperature for pure water under three thermodynamic boundary conditions (isochoric, isobaric, 
isobaric oil-sealed) and with petrolatum-coated walls. (b)-(e) Nucleation induction times for 
solutions of DMSO (green), ethylene glycol (blue), glycerol (purple) and propylene glycol (pink) 
at concentrations of 1 mol%, 2.5 mol% and 5 mol%. Shaded region represents range of induction 
times from the three individual trials for each condition. Solid lines represent the average of the 
computed induction times. (f)-(i) Induction time stability maps as a function of temperature and 
solution concentration. White dashed lines indicate equilibrium melting point, above which the 
solutions are indefinitely stable. 

 
 Figure 2.12a offers further insight into the effect of thermodynamic conditions. Isochoric 

conditions, which produce the lowest nucleation temperature of the three conditions probed in 
Figure 2.9, also produce the most stable supercooling, as can be seen by comparing the predicted 
induction times for the three conditions at any given temperature. Interestingly, the oil-sealing, 
which produced no significant effect on mean nucleation temperature when compared with 
conventional isobaric, shows distinctly longer inductions times on average. This result may serve 
to support previous oil sealing experiments conducted by Huang et al.[28], [54] which were 
conducted over extended durations and found improved long-term stability with surface sealing. 

 Figure 2.12b-e demonstrate the effects of solutes on induction time and highlight the extreme 
sensitivity of induction time to temperature, with shifts of only a few degrees yielding orders-of-
magnitude changes in the induction time. For example, a 2.5 mol% solution of ethylene glycol, 
which is expected to remain supercooled for an hour at –15°C, has a predicted induction time 
longer than one year at –12.5°C. Similarly, at a given temperature, a slight increase in solution 
concentration also increases the predicted induction times by orders of magnitude.  
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This sensitivity highlights the difficulty of designing supercooled biopreservation protocols 
without rigorous advance characterization of the desired preservation solution and suggests that 
Figure 2.12a-e may be referenced directly by the interested cryobiologist for the informed design 
of supercooled biopreservation protocols. For example, this analysis predicts that preservation on 
the order of months in a solution of 5 mol% (15.4 mass%, ~2.5M) ethylene glycol may be 
conducted at temperatures as cold as –16°C, or in a solution of 1 mol% (4.2 mass%, ~0.5M) 
solution of DMSO at temperatures as low as –12°C. 

In Figure 2.12e-h, we extend further the utility of this average induction time data by 
incorporating a continuous concentration axis, which we achieve by fitting a three-dimensional 
surface to the curves shown in Figure 2.12a-e and constructing concentration-temperature-
induction time heatmaps. We term these “supercooling stability maps”, and the discrete contours 
shown capture the estimated temperature-variance of a given induction time (1 day, 1 week, 1 
month, etc.) with solution concentration, providing a new supercooled biopreservation design tool. 
The white dashed lines represent the equilibrium melting temperature, above which a solution is 
indefinitely stable. As more granular understanding of the principle biological factors affecting 
biopreservation (solution toxicity, temperature dependence of metabolism, etc.) emerges, it is 
anticipated further that this data may be used to optimize preservation temperature and 
preservation period / induction time against solution toxicity, which is in many cases a clear 
function of concentration. 

Some limitations to the interpretation of this data should be noted: All supercooling tests 
herein probed a 5 mL volume of aqueous media, and the induction times presented in Figure 2.12 
describe this particular system. If the assumption is made that nucleation is initiated on the interior 
chamber surface, the computed nucleation rates and induction times may be linearly scaled by the 
surface area for any isochoric system with petrolatum-coated surfaces. However, future studies 
must experimentally validate this scaling and investigate the possibility of a volumetric 
contribution.  

Furthermore, as noted previously, determination of the true average induction times across 
samples/systems, the nucleation behaviors of which all produce Poisson distributions but not the 
same Poisson distribution, proves mathematically non-trivial, and must be investigated further. 
What’s more, the end application of supercooled biopreservation provokes many questions about 
the interpretation of the temperature-induction time relationship in protocol design— should an 
average induction time be used to design a biopreservation protocol? Can factors of safety be 
incorporated in supercooling protocol design by operating some distance from these averages, or 
outside the range of observed values?  How can we further quantify the relative stability or 
instability of supercooling for a given time period as we increase or decrease temperature? These 
and other questions arising from the development of the proof-of-concept stability maps shown 
herein point to the need for significant future statistical analyses by which certainty and safety in 
stable supercooling can be more specifically guaranteed.  

2.2.8 Conclusions  

In this work, a new device for high-throughput characterization of aqueous supercooling in 
bulk-volumes is presented, termed the isochoric nucleation detector (INDe). This device uses a 
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new non-invasive pressure-based nucleation detection mechanism enabled by the unique 
thermodynamics of aqueous isochoric systems and provides a platform for probing many of the 
myriad factors that affect bulk-volume aqueous supercooling with high statistical power. Over the 
course of three studies, totaling thousands of nucleation detections, we identify three key factors 
that affect the stability and depth of supercooling in bulk aqueous systems. Firstly, isochoric 
thermodynamic conditions enable significantly deeper supercooling than conventional isobaric or 
isobaric oil-sealed conditions; secondly, applying a hydrophobic coating (here petrolatum) to all 
solid surfaces in contact with the liquid enhances supercooling regardless of thermodynamic 
condition; and thirdly, common cryoprotective solutes enhance the maximal supercooling 
temperature possible at a rate roughly equal to their freezing point depression. In order to increase 
the direct utility of these findings to the biopreservation community and others seeking to harness 
stable aqueous supercooling, we also input our maximal supercooling data into a Poisson statistics 
model that enables prediction of the relationship between supercooling temperature and nucleation 
induction time, or how long a supercooled system will remain stable at a given temperature. 
Finally, we use this information to introduce and construct proof-of-concept supercooling stability 
maps, a new reference tool to enable informed design of stable supercooled biopreservation 
protocols. This work in sum presents a new experimental and theoretical pipeline by which to first 
characterize and ultimately utilize aqueous supercooling at > 1 mL volumes.  

2.2.9 Supplemental Information 

Materials and Methods 

Experimental materials. Deionized water (type II, SKU S25293) and ethylene glycol (SKU 
E178) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (USA). Mineral oil for the oil-sealing 
experiments (SKU M8410), propylene glycol (1,2-propanediol, SKU 398039), DMSO (dimethyl 
sulfoxide, SKU D5879) and glycerol (SKU G7893) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). 
Petrolatum used to coat the interior chamber surface was purchased from Vaseline, Unilever (UK). 

Isochoric nucleation detector electronics. The isochoric nucleation detection (INDe) system 
is comprised of temperature control assemblies and temperature and strain monitoring systems, 
which are controlled via a Python-based control software running on a Raspberry Pi 4B single 
board computer (Raspberry Pi Foundation, UK). The temperature control assemblies are each 
comprised of a two-stage thermoelectric module (CUI Devices CP60H-2 Series) and fan-cooled 
CPU heat sink (Cooler Master). The thermoelectric modules are controlled by a PID temperature 
controller (Opt Lasers, TEC-8A-24V-PID-HC-RS232). Full bridge aluminum strain gauges 
(3147_0), PhidgetBridge strain gauge DAQ (1046_0B), Thermocouple Phidget DAQ 
(TMP1101_0), and USB VINT Hub (HUB0000_0) were purchased from Phidgets Inc. (CA). 

Isochoric chamber loading procedure. Solutions are first prepared using an analytical balance 
(A&D ER-182A). The solution (or deionized water) is then dispensed slowly into the chamber 
using a syringe so to not introduce any air bubbles or air pockets. The plug is then threaded into 
the chamber until the sealing surfaces contact each other, after which a digital torque wrench 
(Yellow Jacket 60648) is used to apply a torque of 45 ft-lbs. This torque is applied to ensure a tight 
metal-on-metal seal is formed. No pressure is applied to the liquid during this process, as excess 
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liquid is forced out through the weep hole. This was confirmed in preliminary trials using a 
pressure transducer, as shown in Figure 2.8c. 

Chamber surface coating. For the coated deionized water experiments and all aqueous solution 
experiments, the interior chamber surface is coated with a thin layer of petrolatum. To apply this 
coating, the chamber is first heated using a standard heat gun, and a small amount of petrolatum 
(<1mL) is then placed into the chamber. After melting the petrolatum, the chamber is then inverted 
and simultaneously rotated in order to coat the entire surface while allowing excess liquid to drain 
out. The chamber is then left to cool in a refrigerator at ~2°C to allow the petrolatum coating to 
solidify. A thin layer of petrolatum is also applied to the bottom surface of the plug. 

Statistical analysis. For all supercooling results presented, a minimum of 50 consecutive 
nucleation cycles were performed for each trial and repeated in three separate chambers, totaling 
a minimum of n=150 data points per experimental condition. These data are then aggregated for 
each condition and reported as a weighted average across trials, accompanied by a weighted 
average of the standard deviations of each trial. Statistical difference was confirmed using one-
way ANOVA and Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test. Significant difference was indicated by 
a value of p < 0.05, and groups that were determined not to be significantly different (i.e., share a 
common mean) were marked with asterisks. Due to the large number of data points obtained for 
each condition, the standard error of the mean was miniscule in all cases and was thus not reported. 

Isochoric nucleation detection (INDe) array 

The isochoric nucleation detection (INDe) device is a scalable platform suited for performing 
high-throughput supercooling experiments on aqueous systems. The INDe system introduced in 
this study utilizes solid-state thermoelectric modules for both cooling and heating. Together with 
air-cooled heat sinks, this design enables implementation in any laboratory setting without the need 
for refrigerated fluid circulating systems. Pictured in Figure 2.13 is an array of six (6) individual 
INDe devices operating off a single Raspberry Pi computer (bottom right). The temperature of 
each INDe is controlled by a separate PID temperature controller (bottom left), which receives 
commands from the centralized control dashboard. 
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Figure 2.13: Array of isochoric nucleation detection devices. 
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CPA solution raw data violin plots 

Shown in Figure 2.14 are the violin plot distributions of the nucleation temperatures for the 
36 individual solution experiments. Experiments were conducted in three independent chambers 
for each of the four solutes (DMSO, ethylene glycol, glycerol and propylene glycol) at three 
concentrations (1 mol%, 2.5 mol% and 5 mol%). 

 

Figure 2.14: Nucleation temperature violin plot distributions for CPA experiments. 

Statistical model for calculation of isothermal induction time 

As described by Lilley et al.[84], transient supercooling experiments of the type performed in 
this study, wherein the temperature of a sample is lowered at constant rate until nucleation occurs, 
may be modelled as a non-homogeneous Poisson process. For surface-initiated nucleation, the 
survivor function, 𝜒𝜒(𝑇𝑇), is related to the nucleation rate, 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇), by Equation (2.36) of the main text 
as 

 
𝜒𝜒(𝑇𝑇) =  exp�−

1
𝛽𝛽
𝛾𝛾(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇)1+𝑠𝑠

1 + 𝑇𝑇
� (2.38) 

wherein 𝛽𝛽 is the cooling rate, 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 is the equilibrium melting point, and 𝛾𝛾 and 𝑇𝑇 are empirical 
fitting parameters. This equation may be fitted to the survivor curves generated by the INDe in 
order to obtain values for 𝛾𝛾 and 𝑇𝑇. Figure 2.15 shows the experimental (markers) and fitted (solid 
lines) survivor curves for each of the trials. Table 2.1 provides the values for the fitting parameters, 
𝛾𝛾 and 𝑇𝑇. 
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Figure 2.15: Experim
ental (m

arkers) and fitted (solid lines) survivor curves. 
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INDe Chamber Thermal Analysis 

A 3D transient thermal analysis of the INDe chamber was performed in COMSOL 
Multiphysics (results depicted in Figure 2.16). A cooling rate of 2°C/min was applied to the two 
opposing sections of the chamber surface in contact with the thermoelectric modules. Over the 
course of cooling from 0°C to –25°C, the interior wall of the chamber is found be uniform to within 
±0.05°C. The temperature at the center of the water volume is also found to lag the wall 
temperature by at most 2.5°C. 

 

Figure 2.16: Thermal analysis in COMSOL Multiphysics. a) 3D geometry and mesh of 
chamber. b) Temperature profile of center plane at t=15 min. c) Temperature evolution of liquid 
center, inner wall and outer wall. 
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2.3 Enhanced control over ice nucleation stochasticity using 
carbohydrate polymer cryoprotectants 

2.3.1 Overview 

Metastable supercooling has emerged as a trans- formative technique for ice-free 
biopreservation, but issues of stability inherent to the stochastic nature of ice formation have thus 
far limited its translation out of the laboratory. In this work, we explore the influence of the bio-
based carbohydrate polymer FucoPol on aqueous supercooling using an isochoric nucleation 
detection technique. We show that FucoPol, a high-molecular-weight, fucose-rich polysacchar- 
ide, which has previously been shown to reduce average ice crystal sizes after nucleation, also 
induces a concentration-dependent stabilization of metastable supercooled water, as evidenced by 
both a significant reduction in nucleation stochasticity (i.e., the spread in temperatures over which 
the system will nucleate upon cooling) and a corresponding increase in the predicted induction 
time of nucleation.FucoPol is found to confine the stochasticity of ice nucleation to a narrow, well-
defined band of temperatures roughly one-third as wide as that of pure water under identical 
conditions. Importantly, this substantial reduction in stochasticity is accompanied by only a 
minimal (<1 °C) change in the average nucleation temperature, suggesting that this effect is distinct 
from colligative freezing point depression. Reducing and characterizing the stochasticity of 
aqueous supercooling is essential to the engineering design of practical biopreservation protocols, 
and the results reported herein suggest that high-viscosity polymer systems may provide a 
powerful and largely unexplored lever by which to manipulate metastable-equilibrium phase 
change kinetics at subzero temperatures.  

2.3.2 Motivation of this study 

Aqueous supercooling has shown recent promise for a range of applications, particularly in 
the atmospheric [51], food [106] and biomedical fields [28], [107], wherein an aqueous system is 
held in an ice-free state below the freezing temperature of water. Because supercooling is 
thermodynamically metastable however, stabilizing the supercooled state through chemical, 
mechanical, or other means is of great importance for the usability of supercooled systems in all 
manner of applications, and perhaps most namely biopreservation [17], [18], [108]. 

Current methods for securing the viability of biological matter during sub-zero temperature 
preservation rely principally on the use of chemical cryoprotectants (CPAs) capable of reducing 
ice crystal size, growth potential or occurrence altogether. However, Rubinsky et al. have shown 
the efficacy of isochoric (constant-volume) chambers at forcing pressurized, biphasic water-ice 
systems to undergo continuous and controlled phase transition along the liquidus line, in which the 
frozen fraction can be manipulated via the final temperature/pressure or chemical modulation and 
ice-free preservation of biologics in the liquid volume achieved, something unattainable using 
conventional isobaric freezing [47].  

This methodology eliminates the usage of toxic concentrations of CPAs to achieve an ice-free 
environment in the biological volume by leveraging the pressure that emerges with the expansion 
of ice under confinement, but it is limited in temperature by the deleterious effects of pressure 
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[109]. Acknowledging the limitations of high pressure, recent studies have explored the effects of 
isochoric conditions on aqueous supercooling, in which the aqueous system confined in the 
isochoric chamber is held in a pre-nucleation, ice- and pressure-free liquid state. These studies 
have identified several possible mechanisms by which the stability of supercooling should be 
enhanced in isochoric systems [19], [110], and shown experimentally that indeed isochoric 
confinement has the effect of decreasing the likelihood of ice nucleation [111], [112].  

Even considering these effects however, applications of isochoric supercooling are still subject 
to uncertainties borne of the stochastic nature of ice nucleation. This stochasticity means that the 
probability of nucleation can be predicted over a range of temperatures, but the random probability 
distribution means nucleation cannot be pinpointed to a single temperature. The practical 
consequence is that, under isochoric conditions, the extent and location of ice formation can be 
finetuned, but its physical traits of emergence cannot: even by precisely manipulating 
thermodynamic phenomenology, this statistical randomness may still result in rogue nucleation, at 
a temperature that the system may cascade into unintended freezing and pressurization, thus 
permanently damaging valuable biological matter. 

Therefore, there is a need to find methods and molecules capable of reducing nucleation 
stochasticity. Previous work by Suzuki et al. [113] has shown that viscosity, molecular weight and 
rotational correlation time have an influence on the supercooling temperature of water. Thus, 
supercooling is correlated with intrinsic properties that define molecular structure. Although small 
molecules have been extensively studied, relatively few polymeric systems have been probed for 
their potential [114], and none under isochoric conditions. 

FucoPol is a high-molecular-weight (1.7−5.8×106 Da) fucose-containing polysaccharide 
secreted by the Gram-negative bacterium Enterobacter A47 (DSM 23139) [115], [116], whose 
cryoprotective [117], [118] properties were recently demonstrated. FucoPol has a fucose, 
galactose, glucose, and glucuronic acid hexamer motif (2.0:1.9:0.9:0.5 M ratio), a main chain 
composed of a →4)-α-L-Fucp-(1→4)-α-L-Fucp-(1→3)-β-D-Glcp(1→ trimer repeating unit, and 
a trimer branch α-D-4,6-pyruvyl-Galp-(1→4)-β-D-GlcAp-(1→3)-α-D-Galp(1→ in the C-3 of the 
first fucose [117]. FucoPol also contains 13−14 wt.% pyruvyl, 3−5 wt.% acetyl, and 2−3 wt.% 
succinyl in its acyl composition [119]. The presence of glucuronic acid as well as the acyl 
substituents pyruvyl e succinyl all confer a polyanionic character to the polymer [120]. Its aqueous 
solutions have a shear-thinning behavior.  

Previous work has shown the wide potential of FucoPol applications. First, it acts as a 
crystallization inhibitor, successfully cryopreserving several animal cell lines by promoting earlier 
ice nucleation at sub-zero temperatures but reducing ice crystal dimensions to innocuous sizes 
[117]. Second, it has a rheological shear-thinning behavior reflective of a linearly-disposed helical 
conformation, showing strong analogy to antifreeze proteins [121], viscoelastic properties 
comparable to those of guar gum and fucogel [120] and emulsifying properties [116] that are 
desirable in the food industry. Lastly, it distinguishes itself from common-use CPAs by its bio-
based non-cytotoxic nature, very low osmolality and osmotic regulation effects due to its 
extracellular location and suspected cell membrane stabilization effects [122]. All these properties 
reflect the acute interest in studying the influence of carbohydrate polymer systems in the 
supercooling behavior of water, and under isochoric thermodynamics in general. 
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In this work, we explore the influence of a bio-based carbohydrate polymer on aqueous 
supercooling under isochoric conditions. We show that a fucose-rich polysaccharide, with proven 
crystal size reduction [117] and in vitro cryoprotective properties [118], can confine the 
randomness of ice nucleation to  a narrow, well-defined, near-deterministic range of nucleation 
temperatures. This stochasticity is one of the most defining physical constraints in manipulating 
success/failure rates in supercooled biopreservation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
attempt at fundamentally characterizing high-molecular weight polymer systems under isochoric 
conditions and at sub-zero temperatures. 

2.3.3 Raw data and reduction of stochasticity with the addition of FucoPol 

Isochoric nucleation detection was performed according to the methods and protocol of 
Consiglio et al. [112] under a process of transient supercooling, in order to assess the influence of 
varying FucoPol concentrations on the nucleation temperature (Tn) and behavior of pure water 
(experimental details in Methods section). Figure 2.17 shows the Tn distributions for increasing 
FucoPol presence (with Fig. 1a showing all raw data recorded and Fig. 1b showing data aggregated 
by FucoPol concentration) and Table 2.2 summarizes all temperature data recorded.  
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Figure 2.17: Nucleation cycle stochasticity and aggregated temperature distribution. (a) 
Individual nucleation cycle runs for water (black), 0.25% (blue) and 0.5% FucoPol (red). n = 3 
independent trials are shown for each condition, each with >50 cycles. An increased experimental 
deviation of temperature points from the mean is evident in pure water. The spread of temperature 
data for water is minimized with increasing polymer concentration. (b) Corresponding violin plot 
distributions show a slight increase in nucleation temperature with increased FucoPol 
concentration. Violin plots show aggregated data from n = 3 independent trials of at least 50 cycles 
each for each condition. Total sample size is N=281, 364 and 154 for water, 0.25% and 0.5% 
FucoPol, respectively. 
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Table 2.2: Summary of nucleation temperature data for the INDe experiment. 

Sample Mean Tn Median Tn ∆T min
max σ N 

Water –11.51 –11.52 5.91 1.01 281 

0.25% FucoPol –11.37 –11.08 3.38 0.79 364 

0.5% FucoPol –10.89 –10.89 1.95 0.33 154 

While pure water nuclei form at an average –11.51±1.01ºC in the 5.3 ml isochoric chamber 
employed (identical to that described previously [112]), supplementation of FucoPol causes a 
distinguishable if modest increase in the Tn of water that is correlated to concentration. In the 
presence of 0.25% FucoPol, water nucleates at –11.37±0.79ºC and subsequently increases to –
10.89±0.33ºC at 0.5% FucoPol. 

As compared to pure water (Figure 2.17, black), FucoPol systems are observed to follow an  
increasingly-deterministic pattern of nucleation (Figure 2.17, blue and red), which is to say that 
the stochastic range, i.e. the spread of nucleation temperatures, is considerably reduced in the 
presence of FucoPol. Whilst the pure water distribution has a standard deviation of 1.01, the spread 
is decreased 1.3- and 3-fold for 0.25% and 0.5% FucoPol, respectively. Considering that the system 
temperature monitoring has a lower detection limit of ±0.2ºC, ice nucleation in a 0.5% FucoPol 
takes on a near-deterministic quality (σ2 = ±0.33) at -10.89 °C. 

This statistical confinement of Tn can also be interpreted as an enhanced control over ice 
nucleation stochasticity, and the range of temperature data in Table 2.2 more evidently shows this 
change. For pure water, the difference ΔT between the maximum and minimum recorded Tn is 
5.91ºC, whilst for 0.25% it is 3.38ºC and only 1.95ºC for 0.5% FucoPol. In practical terms, a 0.5% 
FucoPol solution can contain the highly random process of ice nucleation to just under a 2ºC 
interval, compared to the 6ºC uncertainty of pure water. This stochastic range can be further 
interpreted as a measure of experimental safety. The smaller the range, the greater the control over 
ice nucleation will be, enabling predictive planning over which working temperature to employ in 
an experimental setting to avoid rogue nucleation events that could jeopardize the viability of 
preserved biological material. 

2.3.4 Correlating viscosity with observed nucleation characteristics 

The average nucleation temperatures recorded for each concentration were also correlated to 
polymer viscosity measurements. According to Suzuki et al. [114], the effect of molecular structure 
on nucleation behavior is affected by intrinsic polymer properties, such as viscosity. Figure 2.18 
shows the correlation between the trending nucleation temperature as a function of concentration 
and a Gompertz exponential growth model for viscosity. The high correlation between a 
concentration-dependent increase in Tn and the log-zero shear viscosity of FucoPol validates the 
previous results and suggests an influence of polymeric molecular structure on ice boundary 
physics.  
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Figure 2.18: Correlation between polymer zero-shear viscosity, resulting average nucleation 
temperature, and stochastic range. An increase in concentration results in a statistically 
significant (p = 0.001) non-linear increase in water nucleation temperature, which is correlated to 
the log-viscosity. Zero-shear viscosity data adapted from Torres et al. [119] are fit to a Gompertz 
exponential growth model (black curve). Swarmplots of collected data points are shown along with 
error bars showing the standard deviation and the average nucleation temperature (white circle). 
Data points shown are aggregated from three experiments for each condition. 

Swarmplots of nucleation temperatures were also superimposed on the viscosity curve. Note 
that the relative stochasticity reduction associated with the addition of polymer is always 
significantly larger than the relative change in average nucleation temperature, and that the slight 
change in nucleation temperature is positive. This suggests that the dominating factor affecting 
stochasticity is independent of thermodynamic freezing point depression, and is likely thus purely 
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kinetic in nature. Future studies should address the precise mechanisms mechanisms at play, which 
may reveal ways in which future polymers could be engineered to specifically elicit this 
stochasticity reduction effect.  

2.3.5 Effect of reduced stochasticity on induction times and biopreservation 
protocol design 

Ice nucleation is a stochastic process that can be statistically modelled by a Poisson 
distribution [13, 24], which relates the frequency of nucleation events to the temperature and 
duration of supercooling (see Equation (2.40) in Methods). The experimentally measured survivor 
curves in Figure 2.19a (unfrozen fraction vs. temperature) correspond to the cumulative 
distribution function of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process (Equation (2.41), Methods). By 
assuming a form for an empirical nucleation rate, the survivor function may be fit to an empricial 
cumulative distribution function describing the constant cooling rate nucleation process (Equation 
(2.41), Methods). The computed nucleation rate parameters for water and FucoPol systems are 
summarized in Table 2.3. 

With knowledge of the nucleation rate, the mean induction time can be computed (Equation 
(2.42), Methods). This can physically be understood as the induction time necessary for the first 
ice nuclei to form and kickstart freezing of the whole system, or the time period for which the 
system will remain stable in the supercooled liquid state. Figure 2.19b shows the induction time 
for the three tested conditions. The shaded region represents the spread of times for the three 
repeated trials.  
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Figure 2.19: Survivor plot of the unfrozen fraction of water (a) and corresponding Poisson-
modelled induction time bands on a practical timescale (b). In (a), reduction of stochasticity is 
evident from a reduced spread of temperature data, characterized by a visible horizontal flattening 
of the curve. Data points from triplicate independent runs for water (N=281), 0.25% FucoPol 
(N=364) and 0.5% FucoPol (N=154) are shown aggregated. In (b), actionable insight from a 
realistic timescale perspective can be derived from each nucleation induction time band, calculated 
from applying Equation (2.42) to separate runs, leaving the working system temperature and 
solution to choice, depending on the desired applicability. 
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Table 2.3: Optimal Poisson-fit parameters for a supercooled system in the presence of FucoPol. 

Sample Γ � 𝟏𝟏
𝑲𝑲𝒏𝒏⋅𝒔𝒔

� n R2 τ (-5ºC) τ (-8ºC) 

Water 1.36×10-16 

1.04×10-13 

7.20×10-10 

13.0 
8.0 
6.6 

0.942 ~6 months ~1 hour 

0.25% FucoPol 3.80×10-34 

2.47×10-29 

8.60×10-21 

30.4 
26.8 
18.1 

0.881 >1 year ~2 weeks 

0.5% FucoPol 4.33×10-52 

8.22×10-38 

6.83×10-28 

48.1 
34.3 
24.7 

0.918 >1 year >1 year 

This analysis reveals that pure water is expected remain stable for about 4 years at –4ºC until 
nucleation initiates, but for only 3 hours at –8ºC. In the presence of FucoPol, water at –8ºC can 
remain supercooled 12 to 365-times longer, lasting a day with 0.25% or a whole month with 0.5% 
without any nucleation. At –4ºC, water in the presence of FucoPol is expected to remain 
indefinitely stable within realistic timescales. 

The reduced stochasticity of ice nucleation when FucoPol is present can be interpreted further. 
In Figure 2.19a, the inflections of the survivor curves flatten out to narrower temperature ranges 
with increasing polymer concentration, which implies that statistical determinism increases and 
randomness decreases. The overall aspect of the curve is preserved, indicating that the solution 
still behaves according to the same Poisson distribution as expected. 

Figure 2.19b shows that the calculated induction time (IT) bands for FucoPol concentrations 
reveal a concentration-dependent increase in the stabilization of the supercooled state of water. 
With the gradual addition of polymer, the bands steepen, conferring lengthier induction times at a 
given temperature. Consiglio et al. [112] has shown that DMSO, ethylene glycol, glycerol and 
propylene glycol also increase supercooled state stability, but do so principally by shifting the 
curves rather than steepening the curves. At the limit of infinite steepness (i.e., a vertical induction 
time curve), the system would become fully deterministic. Thus FucoPol can be interpreted to 
increase the determinism of the system (and reduce the stochasticity) while only mildly affecting 
the mean nucleation temperature. 

Induction time plots like Figurb offer actionable insight to the cryobiologist by acting as a tool 
to assess the potential stability of a biopreservation scenario under defined conditions of 
temperature, solute concentration and duration of preservation. For instance, if a working 
temperature of –7ºC is chosen, Figure 2.19b would indicate that an aqueous isochoric solution 
would last a day without ice. However, by addition of 0.5% FucoPol, the preservation could be 
extended to roughly half a year, by conservative estimates.  
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2.3.6 Discussion 

Recent isochoric supercooling studies by Consiglio et al. [112] have shown that aqueous 
solutions of glycerol, ethylene glycol, DMSO and propylene glycol have resulted in average 
nucleation temperatures of –20, –20, –21 and –22, respectively, at 5 mol% (equivalent to 15.4–
21.2 wt.%). Most small molecule cryoprotectants and antifreeze proteins display depression of 
both the equilibrium freezing point and the nucleation temperature [124]. However, FucoPol has 
consistently shown a distinct effect, in which the nucleation temperature of water increases (albeit 
mildly) with addition of polymer. FucoPol was selected as the model molecule for this study due 
to (i) its previously demonstrated cryoprotective properties [117], (ii) a very low osmolality-to-
function ratio that reduces mass transport and is capable of competing with antifreeze proteins 
[125], (iii) a high viscosity associated with high molecular weight [119], and (iv) an intrinsic 
biocompatibility that eliminates cytotoxicity issues [118]. Previous work under isobaric conditions 
[117] has shown that FucoPol induces the occurrence of crystallization at a higher temperature, 
consistent with the results herein, and that there is a concomitant 54% reduction of mean crystal 
size and a distinguishable effect on crystal morphology. Under isochoric conditions, concentrations 
of 0.25 and 0.5 wt.% FucoPol resulted in a slight increase of the mean nucleation temperature to 
–11.37±0.79ºC and –10.89±0.33ºC. FucoPol is thus confirmed to affect both the process of initial 
nucleation and subsequent crystal growth.  

The most defining aspect of FucoPol’s influence in isochoric water nucleation however, is the 
statistical confinement of nucleation temperatures. Here, we have achieved a supercooled state of 
water that is 1.7 to 3-times more stable in the presence of FucoPol, and with drastically increased 
nucleation induction times that range from a day to a month at –8ºC, compared to only 3 hours for 
pure water (an 8 to 243-fold increase in temporal stability). This finding has several practical 
consequences, providing both a safety net to biopreservation strategies that rely on the isothermal 
hold of biological matter in a supercooled state and enabling higher statistical confidence during 
protocol design. 

Both this work and that of Consiglio et al. confirm that polymeric and small molecule 
cryoprotectants, respectively, contribute to supercooled state stabilization (SSS), as observed by 
the shift of their corresponding induction bands towards lower temperatures. However, the 
dominant effects by which SSS occurs differs. Glycerol, DMSO, ethylene glycol and propylene 
glycol have a dominant thermodynamic influence on the system. They significantly influence the 
nucleation temperature, but its stochastic spread and induction band slope remains comparatively 
unaltered [112].  

In this work, we focused on the low polymer entanglement regime, where FucoPol appears to 
have a Gompertzian influence on the ice nucleation temperature of water. This is a direct 
consequence of dynamic molecular structure, but interpretations might differ in high-entanglement 
regimes. However, any slight influence on nucleation temperature is overshadowed by a drastic 
reduction of temperature spread and stochasticity. These observations suggest that kinetic effects 
largely outweigh any accompanying thermodynamic effects. From the perspective of water 
molecules, diffusion is hindered with increasing polymer concentration, reducing the degrees of 
freedom of the system to induce nucleation in spatially distinct regions. It is also possible that this 
boundary confinement of water molecules follows a predisposed pattern, defined by the 
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hydrodynamic interactions of FucoPol, that originates similar final states of spatial matter 
disposition, thus resulting in limited, predictable ways for nucleation to occur. These reductions of 
molecular interactivity, bond directionality and local entropy may all contribute to the enhanced 
viscosity-dependent stochasticity control that is observed.  

Proteins derived from mechanisms of selective pressure under sub-zero temperature habitats, 
such as antifreeze proteins (AFPs) and ice nucleating proteins (INPs), have independently shown 
traits of ice growth inhibition and promotion of nucleation, respectively. The accumulated 
knowledge on FucoPol now reveals that this polymer has the modulatory capability to express 
both – the former hereby demonstrated, and the latter observed before [117]. Moreover, the ability 
of FucoPol to provide different flow dynamics due to entanglement creates the possibility to obtain 
different behavioral regimes in ice physics, something that natural proteins are unable to achieve.  

In summary, this substantially different behavior – reduced stochasticity – is hereby 
highlighted, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time in carbohydrate polymers, with strong 
practical application in the design of supercooled biopreservation protocols. FucoPol may be 
employed to enhance supercooling stability at non-toxic osmolalities, leading to more efficient 
preservation methodologies. 

2.3.7 Materials and Methods 

FucoPol production 

FucoPol was produced by cultivation of Enterobacter A47 (DSM 23139) in a 2 L bioreactor 
(BioStat B-plus, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) under a fed-batch mode, using 40 g/L glycerol 
(Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) as the carbon source, according to the procedure previously described 
[126]. FucoPol was extracted from the cultivation broth by dia/ultrafiltration, as previously 
described [127] and characterized in terms of sugar monomers and acyl group compositions, and 
molecular mass distribution, as previously described [126]. The sample had number (Mn) and 
weight average molecular (Mw) weights of 1.9×106 Da and 3.3×106 (±0.3×106 Da), respectively, 
with a polydispersity of 1.70. 

Sample preparation 

Aqueous solutions of FucoPol were prepared at concentrations of 0.25 and 0.5 wt.% using 
deionized water (type II, SKU S25293) as solvent. Dissolution was performed at room-temperature 
with a magnetic stir bar under slow agitation, for at least 30 minutes. Dissolution was considered 
complete when the solution had a homogeneous beige appearance. The solution was then degassed 
in a vacuum chamber (Robinair VacuMaster, USA). Degassing was considered complete when no 
surfacing air bubbles were visible. 

Setup and electronics 

The INDe system, as designed by Consiglio et al. [112] is composed of three main 
components. First, a Python-based control software that runs on a Raspberry Pi 4B single board 
computer (Raspberry Pi Foundation, UK). Then, two temperature control assemblies, each 
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comprised of a two-stage thermoelectric module (CUI Devices CP60H-2 Series) and a fan-cooled 
CPU heat sink (Cooler Master). Lastly, a thermoelectric module controlled by a PID temperature 
controller (Opt Lasers, TEC-8A-24V-PID-HC-RS232), which is composed of a full bridge 
aluminum strain gauge (3147_0), a PhidgetBridge strain gauge DAQ (1046_0B), a thermocouple 
Phidget DAQ (TMP1101_0) and a USB VINT Hub (HUB0000_0), all purchased from Phidgets 
Inc. (CA). 

Isochoric chamber preparation 

The internal wall of the isochoric chamber was firstly coated with a thin layer of petrolatum 
(Vaseline, Unilever, UK) to avoid ice nucleation in the aluminum surface. A small amount of 
petrolatum (ca. 1mL) was inserted inside the chamber with a stainless-steel lab spatula and heated 
up for about 5 min using a standard heat gun. After visible melting of the petrolatum, the chamber 
was inverted and slowly rotated to allow for uniform coating of the walls and remove excess liquid. 
The chamber was then left to cool at -4ºC until the chamber was at room-temperature to allow the 
petrolatum coating to solidify. Then, the test sample was slowly dispensed to the lateral wall of the 
chamber using a syringe, carefully as to avoid insertion of undesired air bubbles or pockets. The 
chamber plug was wrapped with Teflon, its bottom surface also thin-coated with petrolatum and 
threaded into the chamber until the sealing surfaces contacted each other, after which a digital 
torque wrench (Yellow Jacket 60648) was used to apply a sealing torque of 40 ft-lbs. 

Assay and data collection 

After loading the sealed isochoric chamber between the two Peltier modules and insulated 
using a 3D-printed Styrofoam cap, the experiment started by holding the system at 5ºC for 5 
minutes. Then, a full cycle is obtained, and is comprised of the following: cooling at 2ºC/min until 
nucleation is detected by an increase in strain gauge pressure, then fast warming to 5ºC and hold 
for 5 min to guarantee full melting of the system. Then, consecutive cycles were obtained and the 
corresponding nucleation temperatures recorded as a time-series. 

Polymer rheology fitting 

Zero-shear viscosity data on FucoPol (Figure 2.18) was adapted from Torres et al. [119], to 
which a Gompertz growth model was fit, of the form: 

 𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔) = 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇−𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏−𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (2.39) 

where a is the asymptote as 𝜔𝜔 → ∞, b is the displacement along the x-axis and c is the growth 
rate. The Gompertz growth model is a time-series applicable to measuring viscosity, η, as a 
function of shear stress, γ̇, that is applied over time [128], [129]. However, zero-shear viscosity, 
η0, is a measure of intrinsic viscosity decoupled from a time constraint, thus can be directly 
associated with a concentration value. Substituting mathematical parameters with rheologically 
meaningful variables, the fitting equation is as follows: 
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 𝜂𝜂0 = 𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇−𝑐𝑐𝒙𝒙   (2.40) 

 
where x is FucoPol concentration in weight percentage, a=6201, b=5.49×10-6 and c=1.921 

(R2=.9985, df=14, RMSE=24.82). 

Nucleation rate 

Ice nucleation is a stochastic process where the number of critical size nuclei formed per unit 
time, the nucleation rate, J(T), may be estimated by the following power-law: 

 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) =  𝛾𝛾𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 (2.41) 

The constant cooling rate experiments presented in this study can be modelled as a non-
homogeneous Poisson process [123], whereby the fraction of unfrozen samples at a given 
temperature, χ(T), can be related to J(T) as follows: 

 
𝜒𝜒(𝑇𝑇) = exp�−

𝛾𝛾
𝛽𝛽

(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇m)1+𝑠𝑠

1 + 𝑇𝑇
� (2.42) 

where T is the temperature, Tm is the equilibrium melting point, 𝛽𝛽 is the cooling rate, and γ 
and n are empirical fitting parameters. This relation (unfrozen fraction vs. temperature) 
corresponds to the survivor functions shown in Figure 2.19a. Here, Tm = 0ºC due to a proven non-
colligative effect on FucoPol on water thermodynamics [117], and β = 2ºC/min. See Table 2.3 for 
the computed values of γ and n. 

Induction time 

The estimated values for γ and n are better descriptors of the supercooling behavior compared 
to a single value for the average nucleation temperature [130]. Thus, one can accurately grasp how 
a thermodynamic system will behave at a defined temperature and solute concentration by plotting 
induction time graphs (Figure 2.19b). The mean induction time, τ, describes how long a system 
will remain in stable supercooled state before the first super-critical ice nucleus emerges. It is 
inversely proportional to the nucleation rate, J(T), as follows: 

 𝜏𝜏 =  𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇)−1 (2.43) 
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Statistical analysis 

All data was collected as three independent samples (different isochoric chambers) of, at least, 
N=50 observations (cycles). Results are shown as mean ± σ2 for normal data and median ± σ2 for 
n-modal distributed data. Statistical significance was assessed with an ordinary one-way ANOVA, 
with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. Significance was reported using the NEJM p-value 
threshold nomenclature as follows, from ascending order of significance: 0.12 (ns), 0.033 (*), 
0.002 (**), <0.001 (***), where ‘ns’ means not significant for a 95% confidence interval (CI), 
where α=0.05. 

 



Chapter 3  
Probabilistic aspects of supercooled 

biopreservation 

This chapter presents two studies aimed at describing the statistical aspects of ice nucleation 
and drawing relevant connections to the application of biopreservation. Section 3.1 formally 
relates metabolism reduction to supercooling stability utilizing simple Arrhenius models for 
metabolic rate and Poisson statistics of ice nucleation. Section 3.2 introduces a hybrid model of 
heterogeneous ice nucleation that captures the inherent stochasticity with Poisson statistics and the 
sample-to-sample variability resulting from uncharacterized trace impurities using extreme value 
statistics. 

3.1 Relating metabolism suppression and nucleation probability 
during supercooled biopreservation 

3.1.1 Overview 

Aqueous supercooling provides a method by which to preserve biological matter at 
subfreezing temperatures without the deleterious effects of ice formation. The extended longevity 
of the preserved biologic is a direct result of a reduction in the rate of metabolism with decreasing 
temperature. However, because the nucleation of ice from a supercooled solution is a stochastic 
process, supercooled preservation carries the risk of random ice nucleation. Theoretical 
supercooled biopreservation research to date has largely treated these biological and 
thermophysical phenomena separately. Here, we apply a statistical model of stochastic ice 
nucleation to demonstrate how the possible reduction in metabolic rate is inherently related to 
supercooling stability (i.e., the likelihood of ice nucleation). We develop a quantitative approach 
by which to weigh supercooling stability vs. potential metabolic reduction, and further show how 
the stability-metabolism relationship varies with system size for two assumed modes of nucleation. 
Ultimately, this study presents a generalizable framework for the informed design of supercooled 
biopreservation protocols that considers both phase transformation kinetics and biochemical or 
biophysical kinetics. 
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3.1.2 Motivation of this study 

The challenge of preserving biological matter and organisms outside their native homeostatic 
environments is a wide-reaching problem with relevance to food preservation[131], organ 
transplantation[1], reproductive science[132], tissue engineering[133] , and beyond. The myriad 
biochemical processes that comprise life rely on relatively controlled thermodynamic conditions 
(temperature, mass exchange, hydration, etc.) to proceed, and deviation from these conditions can 
drive spoilage in harvested foods, expiration of ex vivo donor organs, and potentially biological 
death for living organisms. 

For centuries, humans have recognized that cold temperatures can stave off these negative 
effects (by reducing the overall rate of metabolism/biochemical reaction), leading to the 
widespread adoption of refrigeration. With the groundbreaking studies of Polge, Smith, and 
Parkes[134], among others, this technique was extended into the realm of human biology in order 
to preserve organs and other constructs outside of the human body. 

However, while refrigeration provides extended longevity, long-term preservation nigh-
universally requires temperatures well below the freezing point of water, the principal material 
constituent of most biological matter of interest. The crystallization of ice at subfreezing 
temperatures can in turn cause irreversible mechanical, osmotic, and dehydrative damage, and thus 
much of the past half-century of cryobiology research has sought strategies by which to mitigate 
the damage caused by ice, implicitly accepting its presence[135]. 

Recently however, the unique penchant of water to remain in a metastable liquid state below 
its equilibrium freezing temperature has received increasing attention as a potential method for 
ice-free biopreservation. This new modality, termed supercooling, has been leveraged to excellent 
effect in the preservation of rat livers[57], human livers[18], human cardiac microtissues[136], and 
various foods[137] at subfreezing temperatures yet in the absence of ice. However, the calculus 
required to design stable and predictable supercooling protocols, which operate at a continuous 
metastable equilibrium, is significantly different than that required to design conventional freezing 
protocols.  

The rates of metabolism and other biological processes are temperature dependent[138], [139] 
and these reactions typically slow at progressively lower temperatures. It may thus seem clear that 
indefinitely lower temperatures should be sought for increasingly robust preservation. While this 
logic is reasonable from a conventional cryopreservation standpoint, wherein ice growth is 
considered inevitable, it is incompatible with metastable supercooled preservation, because it 
ignores the physics of ice nucleation, which predict that the probability for ice nucleation (which 
is always non-zero for a supercooled liquid) increases with both the depth below the freezing point 
and with the time spent in a supercooled state. 
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Figure 3.1: a) Temperature dependence of metabolic rate for mammals/birds, plants, and fish. 
Parameters from Gillooly, et al.[138]. b) Nucleation probability (%) as a function of temperature 
and supercooled duration for deionized water in a petrolatum-coated isochoric system[140]. 

 
A comprehensive analysis of supercooled biopreservation must thus necessarily consider both 

aspects of biochemical/biophysical kinetics and of ice nucleation kinetics. With this in mind, we 
have developed a new method of analysis that enables optimal design of cryopreservation 
protocols through a marriage of biology and physics. 

In this study, we present a coupled analysis of metabolism and ice nucleation kinetics to 
describe the potential suppression of metabolic rate as a function of the probability for ice 
nucleation. We find that a compromise must be made between the competing design parameters 
(metabolic suppression, preservation duration, nucleation probability), and that this informed 
decision can only be made by following a multi-physics approach. Furthermore, it should be noted 
that while significant previous research has sought to characterize[141], [142] and optimize[143] 
cryopreservation protocols via various modes of thermal transport analysis, the physics relevant to 
the stability of supercooling are not dominated by thermal transport, but by first-nucleus nucleation 
kinetics, offering a less-treaded path by which to approach the problem. 

Though we only explicitly consider simple models for the temperature dependence of 
metabolism and nucleation kinetics, the framework is entirely generalizable and can be 
supplemented with the development of more detailed models of biochemical/biophysical and ice 
nucleation kinetics.  
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3.1.3 Metabolic rate temperature dependence 

The temperature dependence of metabolism has been characterized by Gillooly et al.[138] for 
several classes of organisms using an Arrhenius function of the form 

 𝐵𝐵(𝑇𝑇) = 𝐵𝐵0 exp �−
𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠
𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇

� (3.1) 

where 𝐵𝐵0 is a normalization constant with units W·kg-3/4 (analogous to the classical Arrhenius 
frequency factor), 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 is a representative activation energy for the rate-limiting enzyme-catalyzed 
biochemical reactions of metabolism, 𝑘𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇𝑇 is the temperature in K.  

This general model for mass-normalized resting metabolic rate was derived on the basis of 
allometry and biochemical reaction kinetics and fits metabolic data in a temperature range of 0°C 
to 40°C. In order to extend this model to supercooled temperatures (<0°C), we risk a loss of 
quantitative accuracy, however the general trends should not be compromised. 

Figure 3.1a depicts the metabolic temperature dependence determined by Gillooly, et al.[138] 
for mammals/birds, plants, and fish. The respective metabolic rate parameters are provided in 
Table 3.1 in the Methods section 

 

Figure 3.2: Suppression of metabolic rate as a function of nucleation probability and supercooled 
duration for a) mammals/birds, b) plants, and c) fish. Reduced metabolic rate calculated with 
reference to the rate at  𝑇𝑇ref = 4°𝐶𝐶. 

3.1.4 Nucleation statistics 

The stochastic process of solid phase crystallization from a supercooled liquid may be 
modeled by Poisson statistics[144]–[148]. For a liquid held at a constant subcooled temperature, 
the probability for nucleation, 𝑇𝑇, is given by the homogeneous Poisson distribution. 

 𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇, 𝜔𝜔) = 1 − 𝑇𝑇−𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇)⋅𝑢𝑢 (3.2) 
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wherein 𝐽𝐽 is the system nucleation rate, 𝑇𝑇 is the temperature, and 𝜔𝜔 is the time spent in a 
supercooled state. If nucleation is initiated in the bulk of a fluid, the total system nucleation rate is 
dependent on the fluid volume, 𝑉𝑉, and if nucleation is initiated on the surface encapsulating the 
fluid, then it is dependent on the total system surface area, 𝐴𝐴. If the temperature varies spatially or 
temporally, the nucleation process is considered a nonhomogeneous Poisson process, and the 
probability can be generalized as 

 
𝑇𝑇�𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔,𝑉𝑉,𝐴𝐴)� = 1 − exp �−�� �𝐽𝐽�𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔,𝑉𝑉,𝐴𝐴)� 𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔 𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉

𝐴𝐴
𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴

𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢
� (3.3) 

Equations for the nucleation rate are often sought through application of classical nucleation 
theory[149], [150], however, empirical relations may also be obtained by fitting parameterized 
equations to experimental data. A common form for an empirical nucleation rate equation is 

 

 𝐽𝐽(𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇) = 𝛾𝛾𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 (3.4) 

wherein Δ𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇 is the depth below the equilibrium melting point, 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚, and 𝛾𝛾 and 𝑇𝑇 are 
empirical fitting parameters[84], [151]. With this system nucleation rate, the nucleation probability 
at constant temperature becomes 

 𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇, 𝜔𝜔) = 1 − exp(−𝛾𝛾(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇)𝑠𝑠𝜔𝜔) (3.5) 

A recent study characterized the nucleation of deionized water in an isochoric system 
(V=5.3mL, A=18.7cm2) with petrolatum-coated walls[140], and average empirical nucleation 
parameters 𝛾𝛾 and 𝑇𝑇 were evaluated as 2.20×10-22 and 22.06, respectively. The numerical results 
presented in the remainder of this study will use this data, as it is one of the few nucleation datasets 
available characterizing a bulk-volume non-droplet system (>1mL). However, it should be 
emphasized that the methodology and equations presented herein are generalized and do not 
depend on specific values of 𝛾𝛾 or 𝑇𝑇, or on the specific form of the nucleation rate. Thus, the present 
analysis can be applied to any set of nucleation data. 

Figure 3.1b depicts the nucleation probability (%) as a function of temperature and 
supercooled duration for the characterized system. This probability-temperature-time mapping 
gives the basest outline of the temperatures and preservation durations that are achievable with 
high stability (i.e., low ice nucleation probability). For example, nucleation is predicted to occur 
at a rate less than 0.1% for all temperatures above -6°C and durations up to three months. 

 Qualitatively, we can see that for a given preservation period, the nucleation probability 
increases slowly up until 10% after which the trend intensifies and reaches a nearly deterministic 
regime (>99.99%) in a span of only 2°C. Therefore, while temperature can be varied relatively 
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safely below and around the region of 10% nucleation probability, any incidental fluctuations 
thereafter carry significantly enhanced risk for nucleation. 

3.1.5 Relating metabolic suppression and nucleation probability 

By solving for temperature in Equation (3.5) and substituting into Equation (3.1), we can 
obtain the following relation for the metabolic rate as a function of supercooled duration and 
nucleation probability. 

 

𝐵𝐵(𝜔𝜔,𝑇𝑇) = 𝐵𝐵0 exp

⎝

⎜
⎛
−

𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠/𝑘𝑘B

𝑇𝑇m − �− 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(1 − 𝑇𝑇)
𝛾𝛾𝜔𝜔 �

1/𝑠𝑠

⎠

⎟
⎞

 (3.6) 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3.2a-c relative to the metabolic rate at 4°C, 
which is the current clinical standard for organ preservation[1] and is further commonly 
encountered in food refrigeration. As it may be expected, because the relative reduction in 
metabolic rate trends strongly with the temperature dependence (or equivalently the ice nucleation 
probability, as shown in the figure), organisms with larger characteristic activation energies, 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠, 
experience larger reductions in metabolism.  

Additionally, a similar trend with nucleation probability at constant duration is observed with 
metabolism as with temperature. A large change in metabolism does not significantly affect the 
nucleation probability in the region below 10%, however, the trend quickly steepens, and for 
nucleation probabilities greater than 10%, further change in metabolic suppression is accompanied 
by large changes in probability and swift entering of a quasi-deterministic regime. 

3.1.6 Scaling with system size 

The experimental data obtained by Consiglio, et al.[140] and used in this study characterized 
the nucleation rate of a specific 5.3 mL isochoric system, and further investigation is required to 
identify the mode(s) of nucleation and determine how the nucleation rate scales with volume and 
container surface area. Despite this gap in our current knowledge however, we can still conject 
how the nucleation phenomena (probability-time-temperature relation) would scale by assuming 
that only surface-mediated or volumetric nucleation will dominate. 

Assuming this independent scaling (i.e., that only one nucleation mode is applicable), the 
nucleation rate would become 

 𝐽𝐽(𝑉𝑉,𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇) = 𝑉𝑉
𝑉𝑉0
𝛾𝛾𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠     or      𝐽𝐽(𝐴𝐴,𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇) = 𝐴𝐴

𝐴𝐴0
𝛾𝛾𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 (3.7) 
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wherein 𝑉𝑉0 is the volume (5.3mL) and 𝐴𝐴0 the surface area (18.7cm2) of the chamber from 
Consiglio et al.[140], and 𝑉𝑉 and 𝐴𝐴 are the volume and surface area of a hypothetically scaled 
system. 

The relation between temperature, supercooled duration, and system size for two nucleation 
probabilities (0.001% and 10%) is shown in Figure 3.3a. The indicated volumes correspond to the 
volumetric scaling assumption, and conversely, the indicated surface areas correspond to the 
surface area scaling assumption. 

 

Figure 3.3: a) Scaled temperature vs. time dependence for nucleation probabilities of 0.001% (red) 
and 10% (blue). Indicated volumes correspond to volume scaling assumption. Indicated areas 
correspond to surface area scaling assumption. b) Dependence of mammalian metabolic rate on 
supercooled duration and nucleation probability for a hypothetical 4L system applicable to human 
organ preservation (volumetric scaling assumed). 

3.1.7 Towards the design of supercooled biopreservation protocols 

We may now seek to consider specific applications using these new design tools, and one of 
the most promising applications is full organ supercooling for transplantation purposes. By 
applying the simple scaling analysis above, we can estimate the metabolic suppression possible in 
a petrolatum-coated isochoric system of arbitrary size. Shown in Figure 3.3b is the dependence of 
mammalian metabolism on nucleation probability and supercooled duration for a 4L system 
(volume scaling assumed). This volume is expected to be able to contain any mammalian organ, 
excluding perhaps the lungs. We can see that a two-thirds reduction in the metabolic rate (B/Bref ≈ 
1/3) may be achieved compared to preservation at 4°C for a preservation period of one week and 
nucleation probability of only 0.01%. 

In the case of full organ preservation, given the extreme value of transplantable donor organs 
(the average heart transplant costed more than $1M in 2017[1]), minimization of nucleation 
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probability must be prioritized since any formation of ice and freezing of tissue risks lethal and 
irreversible damage.  

On the other hand, for cell suspensions divided into a multitude of individual vials, a smaller 
margin of error may be viable since 100% survival is often not necessary and enhanced metabolic 
suppression may be of greater value. The 5mL isochoric system from Consiglio, et al.[140] may 
be a well-suited volume for cell preservation. In this case, we can reference Figure 3.2c directly 
and observe that nearly a three-quarter reduction in the metabolic rate compared to 4°C may be 
obtained for preservation of one week and nucleation probability of 0.1%.  

The preservation of food may likewise not demand total assurance of the avoidance of ice 
nucleation if a certain loss is acceptable. Future scenario-specific analyses may seek an optimal 
protocol that balances nucleation frequency with extension of shelf life. For example, if it is 
currently impossible to preserve sashimi-grade tuna for longer than 72 hours, a protocol that 
enables longer preservation times but with a 50% chance of ice nucleation may still be viable and 
valuable, generating 50% high-quality survival of a yield that otherwise may be entirely lost. 

For each of these scenarios, marriage of the modeling methodology herein to experimental 
validations in applied biopreservation should be sought in future work, and could be leveraged to 
develop standards for acceptable thresholds of nucleation probability suited to each application.  

3.1.8 Conclusions 

Although this study has only related the temperature dependence of nucleation kinetics with 
metabolism as whole, the methodology can be extended to any temperature-dependent 
biochemical or biophysical process of interest. For example, the relation provided in Equation 
(3.6) can be used to characterize any first-order chemical reaction with known pre-exponential 
factor and activation energy. In addition to metabolic rate, the temperature dependence of 
membrane processes, enzymatic activity, ATP depletion, and other processes related to 
hypothermia and ischemia-induced damage would be of interest for low-temperature 
biopreservation. These processes might possess temperature dependencies ill-described by the 
Arrhenius function of Equation (3.1), and in this case an alternative temperature-dependent rate 
equation such as the Eyring equation from transition state theory[139] may be substituted in its 
place. 

Furthermore, as discussed in previous sections, the nucleation data used in this study is of 
limited scope. In order to rigorously quantify nucleation probabilities applicable to real 
applications, further investigations should seek to characterize the volumetric and surface scaling, 
and nucleation data reflecting the precise preservation medium to be employed should be used (as 
opposed to pure water data).  

Future work should also seek to experimentally distill the metabolism reduction described 
herein into more actionable temperature-dependent metrics, such as gross organ, tissue, or cell 
viability, degree of food expiration, etc., and thereby validate directly the results of this modeling 
approach.  
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In conclusion, we have shown that, armed with knowledge of the temperature dependence of 
the metabolic rate and rate of ice nucleation, the safety (against ice nucleation) and effectiveness 
(reduction of metabolism) of a proposed supercooled biopreservation protocol can be 
quantitatively characterized. We find that a compromise must be made amongst the various 
competing design parameters since metabolism decreases monotonically with temperature and 
conversely the probability for ice nucleation from a supercooled liquid increases monotonically 
with temperature and supercooled duration. 

3.1.9 Methods 

The metabolic rate parameters 𝐵𝐵0 and 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠, summarized in Table 3.1, are computed from data 
in Figure 1 of Gillooly, et al.[138]. 

Table 3.1: Metabolic rate parameters from Gillooly, et al.[138]. 

Organism 𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝑩𝑩𝟎𝟎 (W·kg-3/4) 𝑬𝑬𝒊𝒊 (eV) 

Mammals & birds 34.67 0.78 

Plants 26.55 0.66 

Fish 19.65 0.43 

Nucleation rate parameters were computed by parametric inference of data from constant 
cooling rate nucleation experiments[140]. The survivor curve representation of this data (unfrozen 
fraction vs. temperature) corresponds to the cumulative distribution of a nonhomogeneous Poisson 
process, the rate parameter of which is the nucleation rate. By assuming a form for the nucleation 
rate (such as in Equation (3.4)), a distribution may be fitted to the data to obtain the empirical 
parameters. 

This empirical fitting method may be applied to arbitrary nucleation experiments reporting 
unfrozen fraction vs. temperature survivor curves, and the application of the analysis presented 
herein to the design of specific supercooling protocols should use nucleation data that represents 
the precise system of interest, in order to capture surface-mediated nucleation effects specific to 
that system. 
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3.2 Extreme value statistics of heterogeneous ice nucleation 

3.2.1 Overview 

The propensity of water to remain in a metastable liquid state at temperatures below its 
equilibrium melting point holds significant potential for cryopreserving biological material such 
as tissues and organs. The benefits conferred are a direct result of progressively reducing metabolic 
expenditure due to colder temperatures while simultaneously avoiding the irreversible damage 
caused by the crystallization of ice. Unfortunately, the freezing of water in bulk systems of clinical 
relevance is dominated by random heterogeneous nucleation initiated by uncharacterized trace 
impurities, and the marked unpredictability of this behavior has prevented implementation of 
supercooling outside of controlled laboratory settings and in volumes larger than a few milliliters. 
Here, we develop a statistical model that jointly captures both the inherent stochastic nature of 
nucleation using conventional Poisson statistics as well as the random variability of heterogeneous 
nucleation catalysis through bivariate extreme value statistics. Individually, these two classes of 
models cannot account for both the time-dependent nature of nucleation and the sample-to-sample 
variability associated with heterogeneous catalysis, and traditional extreme value models have 
only considered variation of the characteristic nucleation temperature. We conduct a series of 
constant cooling rate and isothermal nucleation experiments with physiological saline solutions 
and leverage the statistical model to evaluate the natural variability of kinetic and thermodynamic 
nucleation parameters. By quantifying freezing probability as a function of temperature, 
supercooled duration, and system volume, while accounting for nucleation site variability, this 
study also provides a basis for the rational design of stable supercooled biopreservation protocols. 

3.2.2 Motivation of this study 

Understanding how solid phases nucleate from the melt is a complex problem of wide-spread 
relevance. The nucleation of ice, in particular, governs the formation of clouds in our 
atmosphere[50], plays a key role in the survival of organisms living in extreme climates[152], 
[153], and determines the quality of our refrigerated and frozen foods[154], [155].  

Ice nucleation also sets the current limit for the preservation of life saving organs for 
transplantation[62]. The clinical standard for ex vivo storage of organs involves placing an organ 
on ice (at roughly 0-4°C) and only enables brief periods of preservation (4-6 hours for the heart 
and 12-18 hours for the liver[156]) before the organ expires and is unfit for transplantation. Due 
to the Arrhenius-like nature of metabolic reactions, reducing the preservation temperature further 
could extend these durations, and as result, remove significant logistical hurdles, improve 
immunological matching and expand access to life-saving organs[157]. Critically however, the 
freezing point of water (0°C) represents a fundamental barrier, as freezing of biological systems is 
often fatal. Reducing the temperature of preservation below 0°C without ice formation thus holds 
significant implications for global health. 

Despite manifesting at the human and even global scale, the fundamental process of nucleation 
involves the coordinated dynamics of a handful of molecules occurring at or even below the 
nanoscale[50], [158]. This immense separation of scales results in making predictions about how 
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nucleation occurs extremely difficult. Additionally, nucleation occurs almost always 
heterogeneously, which means that not only the physics of the liquid itself must be understood but 
also the interactions with all surfaces it finds itself in contact with. The result is that, depending on 
the catalyzing efficiency of the nucleating surfaces present in a given volume of water, ice may 
nucleate anywhere from just below the equilibrium melting point of 0°C down to the homogeneous 
nucleation limit around –40°C (pure water at atmospheric pressure)[158]. Likewise, when held at 
a constant subcooled temperature, water may freeze within seconds or remain in a metastable 
liquid state for years at a time.  

In theory, if one were to characterize every surface present in a system, then the nucleation 
behavior could be predicted for that system and subsequent systems of the same heterogeneous 
composition. This has been the approach of many researchers, for example, in the atmospheric 
sciences, who have thoroughly quantified the nucleation behavior of many common aerosol 
particulate materials in order to understand larger phenomena such as cloud formation[71]. These 
studies often seek to describe the time dependent nature and inter-sample variability observed in 
freezing experiments, capturing active site variability through distributions of contact angle, 
surface area, or combinations thereof[159]–[162]. 

This scenario is uncommon however, since the typical engineer seeking to predict the freezing 
behavior of arbitrary systems cannot realistically characterize each and every system, and 
especially not in situ[163]. What’s more, nucleation is known to be sensitive to variation in 
impurities to such an extent that the nucleation behavior of samples taken from a single source 
may even vary significantly from one another[164]. This phenomenon is known as non-self-
averaging behavior and results from catalyst sites possessing a wide distribution of nucleation 
rates[164]–[166]. Since the nucleation rate is proportional to the exponential of the nucleation 
barrier, large variations in characteristic nucleation efficiency between active sites can result in 
one or a few active sites making up the entirety of the total system nucleation rate. This is thought 
to be responsible for the common experimental observation of nucleation occurring repeatably at 
individual sites on a surface[167], [168]. 

The recognition that the single most potent active site may be responsible for nucleation is 
equivalent to the so-called weakest-link hypothesis common in the study of fracture 
mechanics[169] (i.e., a chain is only as strong as its weakest link, and similarly, a material placed 
under stress will fracture due to its weakest defect). The weakest link analogy is an example of the 
statistical theory of extreme values[170], which describes situations with a large number of random 
variables, 𝑁𝑁, for which we are interested in the probability distribution of the largest (or smallest) 
of the 𝑁𝑁 random variables. Extreme value statistics is also used to model, for example, extreme 
weather and financial events[170]. 

In the study of nucleation, the smallest nucleation barrier, highest nucleation temperature, or 
shortest nucleation induction time are relevant extreme variables. Extreme value theory can thus 
be recognized as the foundation of the classic singular model for heterogeneous nucleation which 
describes nucleation by a single characteristic nucleation temperature[171], [172]. The singular 
model has been found to describe the distribution of nucleation temperature among a collection of 
transiently cooled droplets and to predict how nucleation temperature changes with the size of 
droplets[173], [174]. 
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Although this formulation of the classic singular model does not describe a time dependence 
of nucleation, extreme value theory has also been applied to experiments that measure the time 
until nucleation occurs for droplets held at a constant temperature. For systems exhibiting non-
self-averaging behavior, the measured nucleation rate of a collection of droplets strays from the 
exponential decay predicted by Poisson statistics, instead becoming a stretched exponential[175]. 

Ultimately, the randomness of nucleation represents a far-reaching scientific challenge and 
specifically poses significant barriers to the deployability of supercooling for the preservation of 
biological systems in clinical settings. While the inherent stochastic nature of nucleation results in 
a finite probability for nucleation at all times when in a supercooled metastable state, at low 
undercoolings, and when adequately characterized, the probability is vanishingly small[22]. On 
the other hand, the heterogeneous catalysis of nucleation by random active sites adds an additional 
layer of unpredictability to supercooling stability. In even the purest volumes of water, the presence 
of minute insoluble impurities as well as certain soluble macromolecules can result in widely 
varying freezing behavior even in samples from the same source.  

In this study, we perform an extensive series of both constant cooling rate and isothermal ice 
nucleation experiments, and develop a statistical model of nucleation rooted in both the observed 
inter-sample variability and the intra-sample stochasticity. The time and temperature dependent 
stochasticity is captured by conventional Poisson statistics, and the active site variability is 
captured by a new bivariate extreme value model describing variability of both the kinetic and 
thermodynamic heterogeneous nucleation parameters. 

This article is structured as follows. In Section 3.2.3, an overview of the constant cooling rate 
and isothermal nucleation experiments is provided. In Section 3.2.4, the probability distributions 
that describe nucleation stochasticity are derived from Poisson statistics, and in Section 3.2.5 
extreme value statistics are introduced and formally connected to Poisson statistics in order to 
describe heterogeneous nucleation variability.  

In Section 3.2.6, the results from the constant cooling rate experiments are presented, which 
are then, in Section 3.2.7, evaluated within the new extreme value statistics framework. The model 
is then validated by assessing its ability to predict how the nucleation behavior scales with system 
size in Section 3.2.8, and by measuring isothermal nucleation probabilities Section 3.2.9. 

By developing a unified framework for characterizing both sources of randomness associated 
with nucleation processes, this study uncovers fundamental properties of heterogeneous nucleation 
and provides a basis for the rational design of safe and robust supercooled biopreservation 
protocols. 

3.2.3 Nucleation experiments 

The principal goal of supercooled biopreservation is to stably hold biological material in a 
supercooled liquid state in order to suppress metabolic activity and achieve a certain degree of 
suspended animation. Nucleation is a random process and directly characterizing supercooling 
stability would require conducting experiments under the experimentally relevant timescales 
(days, possibly weeks) and repeating experiments many times in order to build statistical 
confidence. Because this is generally impractical, we may alternatively seek to indirectly predict 
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supercooling stability by characterizing the system nucleation rate. The nucleation rate describes 
the rate of formation of critical ice clusters in a supercooled liquid and is related to nucleation 
probability under the framework of Poisson statistics (see Section 3.2.4).  

Experiments for characterizing nucleation rates generally fall under two categories: 1) 
isothermal and 2) constant cooling rate. In isothermal experiments, a sample is quickly quenched 
to and held at a constant supercooled temperature, and the time at which nucleation occurs is 
recorded. In constant cooling rate experiments, the temperature of a sample is continually 
decreased at a constant rate, and the temperature at which nucleation occurs is recorded. Through 
the application of Poisson statistics, equivalent information (namely the nucleation rate) can be 
obtained from these two techniques. In this study, constant cooling rate experiments were chosen 
for collecting the bulk of nucleation data since they allow data to be collected more quickly.   Since 
isothermal supercooling experiments replicate the scenario employed during supercooled 
biopreservation, an additional campaign of isothermal experiments was performed at various 
temperatures and compared to the statistical predictions of the model formed from the constant 
cooling rate data. 

The experimental setup employed in this study has been previously described by Consiglio et 
al.[176] and consists of a rigid Al-7075 chamber with petrolatum coated surfaces (Vaseline, 
Unilever, UK). The chamber is filled completely with liquid, excluding all bulk gas. The 
combination of hydrophobic surfaces and rigid confinement has been found to enhance the stability 
of supercooled solutions[46], [176]–[178] and is employed here since the practical objective of 
this work is designing robust supercooled biopreservation protocols[22], [136]. We also 
hypothesize that these conditions suppress nucleation from the container surface and from external 
perturbations and thus isolate the effect of nucleation catalysts present in the solution. The 
petrolatum coating, which is freshly applied before each experiment, has the additional benefit of 
providing maximal consistency across repeated experiments and devices. All experiments were 
conducted with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS (1X) ID: 10010023, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
USA), the melting point of which is approximately –0.5°C. This solution has a physiological 
osmolarity of 280 - 315 mOsm/kg, which mimics many of the commonly utilized cold storage 
organ preservation solutions. 

Within each constant cooling rate experiment, the temperature is lowered at a constant rate. 
Nucleation is monitored via an externally mounted strain gauge that enables detection of the 
pressure rise attributed to ice growth within the confined volume. Upon detection of nucleation, 
the system is rewarmed to +5C to melt the ice and re-equilibrate the system. After a rewarming 
hold period of five minutes, the cooling cycle is repeated. This process is repeated multiple times 
in order to construct an empirical distribution of nucleation temperatures. Each CCR experiment 
consisted of an average of ~80 freeze/thaw cycles. 

The primary constant cooling rate experiments were conducted in a 5ml chamber (𝑉𝑉=5.3ml, 
𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴=19cm2) with a cooling rate of 2°C/min. A second set of constant cooling rate experiments were 
conducted in a 20ml chamber (𝑉𝑉=21.2ml, 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴=41.9cm2) with a cooling rate of 1°C/min. In order 
to study the variability of heterogeneous catalysts present across the samples, these experiments 
were repeated a total of 23 times in the 5ml systems (i.e., 23 different 5 mL samples underwent 
~80 freeze/thaw cycles each) and 10 times in the 20ml systems (i.e., 10 different 20 mL samples 
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underwent ~80 freeze/thaw cycles each). Isothermal experiments were conducted in the 5ml 
systems at temperatures of –12°C (n=10), –13°C (n=6), and –14°C (n=18). A cutoff of two hours 
was imposed in order to maintain experimental throughput.   

Since this study aims to develop methods for informing design of supercooled biopreservation 
protocols, it is important to consider how these experiments, which only investigate the 
supercooling of physiological solutions, relate to supercooling of an organ. A convenient property 
of biological materials is that they ae generally poor ice nucleating substrates and only freeze at 
low temperatures or under the influence of external ice[179], [180]. There are of course notable 
exceptions of certain bacteria[5], proteins[6] and other macromolecules[181], however these are 
generally not present in mammalian systems. This poor nucleating property enables us to study the 
nucleation behavior of solutions and containers with the understanding that this behavior will 
extend to equivalent systems that also contain biological material.  

3.2.4 Poisson statistics of nucleation processes 

Nucleation, considered here as the steady state formation of stable solid clusters, is a stochastic 
process with individual nucleation events being independent of each other and of previous events. 
From a probabilistic standpoint, it can be shown that nucleation in an ensemble of supercooled 
molecules is governed by Poisson statistics[148]. This yields the result that, for a volume of 
uniform temperature and composition, the probability of observing 𝑘𝑘 nucleation events in the time 
interval [0, 𝜔𝜔] is given by the Poisson distribution:  

 
𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘(𝜔𝜔) =

(𝜆𝜆𝜔𝜔)𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘!
𝑇𝑇−𝜆𝜆𝑢𝑢 (3.8) 

where 𝜆𝜆 is a rate parameter [𝑇𝑇−1]and 𝜔𝜔 is time [𝑇𝑇]. Since the rate parameter is constant here, 
Equation (3.8) describes a homogeneous Poisson process (note that this is distinct from the 
homogeneous descriptor of nucleation occurring in the bulk of a fluid and not at an interface). 
From this, we can find that the probability of zero nucleation events (𝑘𝑘 = 0) occurring in a system 
with constant nucleation rate 𝐽𝐽 [𝑇𝑇−1] follows an exponential decay: 

 𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔) = exp(−𝐽𝐽𝜔𝜔) (3.9) 

This probability distribution is shown in Figure 3.4a as a function of time for three different 
nucleation rates. If the nucleation rate is not constant but instead varies with time, we have a 
nonhomogeneous Poisson process, and the probability of zero nucleation events becomes 

 
𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔) = exp�−�𝐽𝐽(𝜏𝜏)𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏

𝑢𝑢

0

� (3.10) 
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In certain scenarios, the temperature is lowered at a constant cooling rate, �̇�𝑇 = |𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇/𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔|, and 
we can define the probability as a function of temperature instead of time by integrating the 
nucleation rate in temperature, beginning at the equilibrium melting temperature, 𝑇𝑇m. 

 
𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇) = exp�−

1
�̇�𝑇
� 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇′)𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇′
𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇m

� (3.11) 

In statistical terms, this probability distribution is known as the survival function, 𝑆𝑆, which is 
defined as 𝑆𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = Pr(𝑋𝑋 ≥ 𝑥𝑥) and represents the probability that a random variable, 𝑋𝑋, will take 
on a value greater than or equal to 𝑥𝑥. In the context of nucleation, the survival function represents 
the probability that nucleation does not occur before a given time (Equation (3.9) for constant 
temperature) or degree of supercooling (Equation (3.11) for constant cooling rate). The survival 
function is related to the cumulative distribution function (CDF), 𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥), by 𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥).  

The probability density function (PDF) is another useful statistical function and is defined as 
𝑇𝑇𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚
𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥).  Since the probability for a continuous random variable to take on any one 

particular value is zero, in the context of nucleation, the PDF represents the relative likelihood that 
nucleation will occur around a given temperature (for constant cooling rate) or around a certain 
time (at constant temperature). For a constant cooling rate process, the PDF is given by 

 
𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇) =

1
�̇�𝑇
𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) exp�−

1
�̇�𝑇
� 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇′)𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇′
𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇m

� (3.12) 

In order to solve for the freezing probability distribution, a relation for the nucleation rate 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) 
is needed. Classical nucleation theory (CNT) provides a framework for describing the nucleation 
process[182] and can be used to describe the heterogeneous nucleation rate [m–2 s–1] as[183], [184] 

 
𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) = 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠

𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇
ℎ

exp �−
𝛥𝛥𝐹𝐹diff
𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇

� exp�−
𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺hom∗ 𝑇𝑇het

𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇
� (3.13) 

where 𝑇𝑇s is the number of water molecules per unit area in contact with the ice nucleus, 𝑘𝑘B is 
Boltzmann’s constant, ℎ is Planck’s constant, Δ𝐹𝐹diff is the energy of activation for a water molecule 
to cross the water/ice interface, Δ𝐺𝐺hom∗  is the homogeneous free energy of formation for a critical 
ice embryo, and 𝑇𝑇het is a geometric compatibility factor describing the reduction of the free energy 
barrier due to the presence of an ice nucleating surface. 

Many of the terms in Equation (3.13) are independent of or only weakly dependent on 
temperature, and the nucleation free energy barrier, Δ𝐺𝐺hom, often dominates the variation of the 
nucleation rate with temperature[185]. By grouping together the kinetic terms and approximating 
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the temperature dependence of the free energy barrier as Δ𝐺𝐺hom∗ ~(𝑇𝑇Δ𝑇𝑇)−2, we can arrive at an oft 
employed two-parameter relation[87], [186]: 

 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) = 𝐴𝐴 exp �
−𝐵𝐵

𝑇𝑇3𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇2�
 (3.14) 

where Δ𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇m − 𝑇𝑇 is the degree of supercooling, and 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵 are constants. The parameter 
𝐴𝐴 is often referred to as the pre-exponential term or kinetic factor [s-1], and the parameter 𝐵𝐵 as the 
nucleation barrier or thermodynamic factor [K5]. With this relation, we arrive at cumulative 
distribution and probability density functions, respectively, for a constant cooling rate process: 

 
𝐹𝐹(𝑇𝑇|𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵) = exp �−

𝐴𝐴
�̇�𝑇
� exp �
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� (3.15) 
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exp �
−𝐵𝐵

𝑇𝑇3𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇2�
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� (3.16) 

The cumulative distribution and probability density functions for a characteristic system with 
𝑇𝑇m = 0°C and nucleation parameters 𝐴𝐴 = 1.5 × 1019s−1 and 𝐵𝐵 = 1.5 × 1011K5 are shown in 
Figure 3.4b. The average nucleation temperature and standard deviation for this process are –
13.7°C and 0.2°C, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.4: Probability distribution functions. a) Isothermal cumulative distribution functions 
for a system with equilibrium melting temperature 𝑇𝑇m = 0°𝐶𝐶 and nucleation parameters 𝐴𝐴 =
1 × 1019 𝑇𝑇−1 and 𝐵𝐵 = 1.5 × 1011 𝐾𝐾5 at temperatures –12.5°C (blue), –12.25°C (green), and –
12°C (red), computed from Equations (3.9) and (3.14). b) Cumulative distribution (blue) and 
probability density (red) functions for same system as in panel a) cooled at a constant rate of 
1°C/min, computed from Equations (3.15) and (3.16), respectively. c) Example Type I: Gumbel 
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(blue), Type II: Fréchet (red), and Type III: Weibull (green) generalized extreme value probability 
density functions (Equation (3.20)) for 𝝁𝝁 = 𝟎𝟎 and 𝝈𝝈 = 𝟏𝟏. 

The moments of a probability distribution provide useful quantitative measures about the 
shape of the distribution. The first moment describes the expected value (i.e., mean), the second 
moment is related to the variance, and the third moment is related to the skewness. The 𝑇𝑇-th central 
moment is described generally by 

 
𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 = � 𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥)

∞

−∞

= � 𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥
∞

−∞

 (3.17) 

The goal of nucleation experiments, to quantify the nucleation rate, is achieved by fitting the 
cumulative distribution function from Equation (3.15) to an empirical distribution of nucleation 
temperatures from a constant cooling rate experiment. This nucleation rate can then be used with 
Equation (3.10) to predict the probability that this system would freeze for an arbitrary thermal 
history as a function of time. 

Although this procedure can be used to accurately characterize individual samples, its 
extension to the prediction of freezing probabilities for arbitrary systems (of nominally equivalent 
composition) is complicated by the fact that nucleation in real bulk systems is a heterogeneously 
catalyzed process. Samples of water, even when extensively purified[187], inevitably contain 
varying amounts and populations of heterogeneous nucleating agents, and this often results in 
different nucleation rates between seemingly identical samples[164], [165].  

In order to characterize the freezing probability for heterogeneous nucleation, one would 
ideally know properties of every nucleating agent present. The total system nucleation rate could 
then be expressed as the sum of the individual rates: 

 
𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) = �𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 exp �

−𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠
𝑇𝑇3𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇2�

𝑁𝑁

𝑠𝑠

 (3.18) 

where 𝑁𝑁 is the total number of active sites and 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 and 𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠 are the nucleation parameters of the 
𝑇𝑇-th nucleating particle. Nucleating particles often contain surface features such as crevices that 
have an outsized contribution to the particle’s total nucleation rate. In this case, the particle’s total 
surface area is not a relevant parameter. Otherwise, the term 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 would contain the total surface 
area of the nucleating particle. Equation (3.18) can be used in place of the single nucleation rate 
from Equation (3.14) in the above statistical relations.  

This approach has been widely adopted by the atmospheric science community to characterize 
the nucleating behavior of specific aerosol materials[184]. In these experiments, precise quantities 
of rigorously characterized material are added to the system. The nucleation rate of this system 
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can then be measured, and any observed difference can be attributed to the added material if the 
nucleating agents result in nucleation at higher temperatures than the base solution[188]–[190].  

Unfortunately, this methodology cannot be applied if the purity of a solution or exact 
properties of all active heterogeneous catalysts are not known (such as the case with a bottle of 
standard laboratory-grade phosphate-buffered saline). Additionally, if the nucleation rate is 
strongly dependent on surface features as well as surface chemistry, the observed nucleation rate 
between samples of the same absolute composition may not be consistent[168], [191]. Very few 
tools are at our disposal for predicting nucleation in these instances. In the following section, we 
leverage the observation that nucleation often occurs at the single most potent active site[165], 
[172], [192], enabling the application of methods from extreme value statistics for describing the 
effect of random impurities and circumventing the need of fully characterizing every impurity. 

3.2.5 Extreme value statistics of heterogeneous nucleation 

Any model of heterogeneous nucleation must describe, in some manner, the inherent 
variability of nucleation active sites that contributes to the total system nucleation rate as described 
in Equation (3.18) [193]. When specified quantities of characterized impurities are added to a 
solution, the nucleation parameters are known (i.e., can be characterized). Conversely, in the case 
of a system containing uncharacterized impurities, the total number of active sites, 𝑁𝑁, as well as 
the nucleation parameters, 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵, become random variables[165]. 

A common experimental observation is that ice nucleates repeatably at individual sites, such 
as a scratch on a container’s surface[167], [187]. As discussed earlier, this behavior is characteristic 
of quenched disorder and often leads to non-self-averaging behavior. The result is a nucleation 
behavior varying randomly between seemingly identical samples. 

The statistical theory of extreme values has been proposed to describe this nucleation 
phenomenon and is at the core of first statistical theory of heterogeneous nucleation[171], [172], 
[174]. The theory is described generally as follows: a series of independent and identically 
distributed random variables, 𝑋𝑋1, … ,𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠, is described by the cumulative distribution function, 
𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥), and maximum, 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠 = max(𝑋𝑋1, … ,𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠). Although the distribution of the maximum value of 
this set is exactly given by Pr(𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑧𝑧) = [𝐹𝐹(𝑧𝑧)]𝑠𝑠, the distribution 𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) is often not known such 
as in the case of heterogeneous nucleation with a distribution of active sites. In the asymptotic limit 
of 𝑇𝑇 → ∞ however, the distribution of the maximum is described, regardless of the underlying 
distribution 𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥), by a finite family of distributions known as the generalized extreme value 
(GEV) distribution[170], [194]: 

 
𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥) = exp �− �1 + 𝜉𝜉 �

𝑥𝑥 − 𝜇𝜇
𝜎𝜎

��
−1𝜉𝜉� (3.19) 
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Here, 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥) is the cumulative distribution function, 𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥) is the probability density function, 
and 𝜇𝜇, 𝜎𝜎, and 𝜉𝜉 are the location, scale, and shape parameters, respectively. The specific distribution 
is determined by the shape parameter, which governs the tail behavior. While the Gumbel 
distribution is unbounded in both limits, the Weibull distribution has an upper bound and the 
Fréchet distribution a lower bound. The sub-classes of the GEV distribution are summarized in 
Table 3.2 and depicted in Figure 3.4c for location and scale parameters 𝜇𝜇 = 0 and 𝜎𝜎 = 1, 
respectively. Even though we cannot realistically know the complete distribution of impurities 
present in a solution, in the asymptotic limit, the distribution of most potent sites is predicted to 
follow one of these three distributions. 

In order for extreme value theory to be applied to heterogeneous nucleation experiments, a 
few additional assumptions must first be introduced: 1) the variability in the number of active sites 
between systems is much smaller than the total number of active sites, and 2) the underlying 
distribution of active sites is the same between systems. These assumptions are reasonable for 
individual samples taken from the same source. 

Table 3.2: Generalized extreme value distribution sub-types. 

Type Name 
Shape 
factor Cumulative distribution function 

 

I Gumbel 𝜉𝜉 = 0 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥) = exp �− exp �−
𝑥𝑥 − 𝜇𝜇
𝜎𝜎

�� (3.21) 
 

II Fréchet 𝜉𝜉 > 0 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥) = �exp �− �1 + 𝜉𝜉 �
𝑥𝑥 − 𝜇𝜇
𝜎𝜎

��
−1/𝜉𝜉

� 𝑥𝑥 > 0

0 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 0
 (3.22) 

III Weibull 𝜉𝜉 < 0 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥) = �exp �− �1 + 𝜉𝜉 �
𝑥𝑥 − 𝜇𝜇
𝜎𝜎

��
−1/𝜉𝜉

� 𝑥𝑥 < 0

1 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 0
 (3.23) 
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Determining the relevant extreme variables 

The specific physical quantity that is chosen as the extreme variable confers additional 
constraint on the problem. For example, the classic singular model of nucleation prescribes a 
characteristic activation temperature to each active site, and thus the nucleation temperature is the 
extreme variable. In reality, nucleation is stochastic and does not occur at a single temperature but 
rather over a distribution of temperatures, even for a single active site. For extreme value statistics 
to be a good descriptor of the nucleation temperature, the variability of nucleation temperature for 
individual active sites should be small in comparison to the variability of characteristic nucleation 
temperature between systems. This is the case for the system studied here, as seen in Figure 3.5 
and Figure 3.6, where the standard deviation of nucleation temperatures for a single sample is on 
average about 0.33°C while the standard deviation of nucleation temperatures between samples is 
approximately 1.5°C. 

The classic singular model is typically applied to data from constant cooling rate experiments 
in which nucleation temperature is the measured quantity. Alternatively, in the case of isothermal 
experiments, the relevant extreme variable is the nucleation induction time, and the active site with 
the minimum characteristic induction time is responsible for nucleation[195]. For extreme value 
statistics to have reasonable predictive power here, the spread of induction times for individual 
active sites caused by inherent stochasticity should likewise be small compared to the spread of 
induction times between samples.  

These two applications of extreme value statistics are the most readily applied since the 
extreme variable is a measured quantity. Alternatively, we can consider the molecular mechanisms 
of nucleation and instead of attributing nucleation to the active site with the highest nucleation 
temperature or shortest nucleation induction time, we can describe the potency of the active site 
by the nucleation rate itself. In this way, nucleation is attributed to the active site with the largest 
nucleation rate.  

In the two-parameter nucleation rate relation described in Equation (3.14), the nucleation 
barrier, 𝐵𝐵, is exponentiated, and as such, the nucleation rate is much more sensitive to 𝐵𝐵 than it is 
to the pre-exponential factor, 𝐴𝐴. A theoretical extreme value analysis of nucleation performed by 
Sear[164], [165] held the pre-exponential factor constant and treated the nucleation barrier as the 
extreme variable. This approach is convenient since it reduces the problem to a single variable, 
however it is not consistent with the common experimental observation that the spread of 
nucleation temperatures is rather constant regardless of the temperature at which nucleation 
occurrs[196]. Both the expected value and standard deviation of the nucleation temperature for a 
constant cooling rate experiment, as computed from the first and second moments of the 
probability distributions, are dependent on pre-exponential and nucleation barrier parameters. 
Therefore, both nucleation parameters must vary for the standard deviation to remain the same as 
the nucleation temperature changes. 

Because singular extreme value models cannot suitably capture the time and temperature 
dependence of nucleation, nor the variability of the nucleation rate, we propose a bivariate scheme 
that treats both the nucleation temperature and the nucleation barrier parameter, 𝐵𝐵, as extreme 
quantities. These parameters are intimately related, with higher nucleation barriers yielding lower 
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nucleation temperatures. As described in Section 3.2.4, these variables are formally related through 
Poisson statistics by the average nucleation temperature, which is defined as the first central 
moment of the constant cooling rate probability distribution function:  

 
⟨𝑇𝑇f⟩ = �
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 (3.24) 

However, from this equation we can see that the nucleation temperature is not only dependent 
on the nucleation barrier, 𝐵𝐵, but also on nucleation kinetic factor, 𝐴𝐴. Each of the three nucleation 
parameters (namely the average nucleation temperature, ⟨𝑇𝑇f⟩; the nucleation kinetic factor, 𝐴𝐴; and 
the nucleation barrier, 𝐵𝐵) are random variables, and this equation will be utilized in the bivariate 
model to constrain their formal relationship. 

An additional limitation of the classic singular model is that it does not capture the cooling 
rate dependence of the nucleation process, only prescribing a single characteristic nucleation 
temperature. In reality, the nucleation temperature is dependent on the cooling rate with faster 
cooling rates yielding lower nucleation temperatures. This limitation is overcome in the proposed 
hybrid model since the expression relating the extreme variables, ⟨𝑇𝑇f⟩ and 𝐵𝐵, to the nucleation rate 
pre-exponential factor, 𝐴𝐴, in Equation (3.24) also contains the cooling rate. 

The proposed hybrid scheme is a case of bivariate analysis. The nucleation temperature and 
nucleation barrier, described by their separate univariate extreme value distributions, are not 
independent variables however, and we must consider their statistical dependence, which is 
determined by their empirical correlation. We can then construct a joint probability distribution 
that encodes the marginal distributions and correlation. Formulation of bivariate extreme value 
distributions with arbitrary marginal distributions is in general difficult due to the construction of 
the dependence structure and the absence of a finite parametric family, which exists for univariate 
extreme value distributions. The two most common bivariate models are the mixed and logistic 
models. Here, we implement the logistic model[197]–[199]: 

 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) = exp �−([− ln(𝐹𝐹1(𝑥𝑥))]𝑚𝑚 + [− ln(𝐹𝐹2(𝑦𝑦))]𝑚𝑚)
1
𝑚𝑚� (3.25) 

where 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) is the bivariate extreme value distribution describing both random extreme 
variables, 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦, and 𝐹𝐹1(𝑥𝑥) and 𝐹𝐹2(𝑦𝑦) are the univariate marginal extreme value distributions. 
The quantity 𝛥𝛥 is a measure of the dependence between the random variables and is defined as 

 𝛥𝛥 =
1

�1 − 𝜌𝜌
 (3.26) 
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where 𝜌𝜌 is the correlation coefficient. A value of 𝛥𝛥 = 1 corresponds to independence of the 
two variables and leads to the joint distribution 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) = 𝐹𝐹1(𝑥𝑥)𝐹𝐹2(𝑦𝑦). The joint probability 
density function follows similarly from the univariate definition and is given by 

 
𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) =

𝜕𝜕2𝐺𝐺
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦

 (3.27) 

The bivariate extreme value distribution describes the variability and correlation of the two 
extreme variables: the nucleation temperature, ⟨𝑇𝑇f⟩, and nucleation barrier, 𝐵𝐵. This can then be 
used in conjunction with Equation (3.24) to solve for the distribution of the nucleation kinetic 
factor, 𝐴𝐴. 

Determining the relevant extreme value distribution 

Now that we have identified the extreme parameters and determined the form of the bivariate 
distribution, the next task is to identify the type of GEV distribution that describes each of the 
marginal distributions. Although the asymptotic theory predicts that the process will converge to 
one of the three types of GEV distributions shown in Table 3.2, we cannot immediately determine 
which one this is without information about the underlying process or distribution. If the 
underlying distribution of active sites is known, then the distribution of maximums is also known, 
and an extreme value analysis is moot. In the worst-case scenario, we cannot make any physical 
suppositions and are therefore left to fit data directly to the full three-parameter GEV distribution. 
By considering some properties of the GEV sub-classes however, we may be able to rule out some 
cases. For instance, we can consider the tail behavior of the distributions.  

Both the nucleation temperature and the nucleation barrier are physically bounded. The 
nucleation temperature cannot be higher than the equilibrium melting point and cannot be lower 
than the homogeneous limit (roughly –40°C). In bulk systems that are not purified extensively, 
heterogeneous nucleation usually results in freezing occurring closer to the equilibrium melting 
point, making the Weibull distribution potentially a natural fit. Similarly, the nucleation barrier 
must be less than the homogeneous limit but must also be greater than zero. Since the nucleation 
barrier often varies many orders of magnitude in value, it is convenient to consider the logarithm 
of the value (i.e., ln𝐵𝐵). The logarithm of the nucleation barrier does not inherently have a lower 
bound (since extreme value analysis deals with maximums, we must consider − ln𝐵𝐵 which 
conversely does not have an inherent upper bound). We can most likely rule out the Weibull 
distribution, leaving the Fréchet distribution as a plausible choice for the log-distributed nucleation 
barrier. In this case, the homogeneous nucleation barrier would provide a physically sensible lower 
limit.  

Often the best option for assessing which probability distribution best describes the 
distribution is using the graphical method of the probability plot[170], [199]. A good fit is indicated 
by the formation of a straight line when plotting the quantiles of the empirical distribution against 
the quantiles of a reference distribution. The probability plots in Figure 3.6 are linear in nature, 
indicating a decent goodness of fit has been obtained for the measured nucleation parameters. 
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Since there is uncertainty in the underlying active site distribution and little data in the literature 
on extreme value distributions for either nucleation temperatures or nucleation rate parameters, it 
is still recommended that each extreme value distribution be explored when studying a new system. 

3.2.6 Results from constant cooling rate experiments 

The survival curves of the nucleation temperatures are shown in Figure 3.5 for a series of 23 
constant cooling rate experiments performed in the 5ml system with PBS at 2°C/min. While the 
spread of nucleation temperatures for individual trials is typically within 1°C (average standard 
deviation of 0.33°C), nucleation temperatures across the set of experiments ranges nearly 7°C 
(standard deviation of average nucleation of 1.55°C). This is consistent with nucleation 
experiments in the literature that find narrow spreads for individual systems and large spreads for 
experiments conducted on multiple systems[200], [201]. The stochastic behavior for individual 
nucleating catalysts is thus quite narrow, yet the characteristic temperature around which this 
purely stochastic behavior is centered can vary multiple degrees from system to system: a hallmark 
of non-self-averaging behavior, which indicates the potential suitability of extreme value theory. 

The method of maximum likelihood estimation is used to determine the cumulative 
distribution function from Equation (3.14) and obtain the respective nucleation parameters for each 
of the survival curves. As a check of whether the observed nucleation process is well described by 
the proposed empirical nucleation rate 𝐽𝐽(𝑇𝑇) = 𝐴𝐴 exp(−𝐵𝐵/𝑇𝑇3Δ𝑇𝑇2), we can linearize the constant 
cooling rate CDF (see Deubener and Schmelzer[202]). The linearized nucleation spectra are shown 
in Figure 3.4b, and their linear form suggests the observed nucleation process is generally well 
described by the proposed nucleation rate. 

 

Figure 3.5: Constant cooling rate nucleation temperature data. a) Empirical cumulative 
distribution functions for a series of 23 constant cooling rate experiments performed in the 5ml 
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system with PBS at 2°C/min. b) Survival curves from panel a) linearized with respect to the 
cumulative distribution for the constant cooling rate experiment described by the nonhomogeneous 
Poisson process in Equation (3.14). 

 

Figure 3.6: Extreme value distributions of mean nucleation temperature and nucleation 
barrier. a) Histogram and Weibull PDF of average nucleation temperatures from 5ml constant 
cooling rate experiments (n=23). b) Weibull probability plot of average nucleation temperatures. 
c) Histogram and GEV PDF for nucleation barrier from same experiments. d) Fréchet probability 
plot of nucleation barrier parameter. 
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3.2.7 Distribution of extreme parameters 

With the empirical survival curves and inferred nucleation parameters in hand, we can now 
evaluate the distributions of the extreme variables: average nucleation temperature, ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩, and 
nucleation barrier, ln𝐵𝐵. Maximum likelihood estimation is used again for fitting of the extreme 
value distributions and the resulting distributions are shown in Figure 3.6 for the 5ml constant 
cooling rate experiments. 

As discussed in Section 3.2.5, the Weibull distribution is a physically plausible choice for 
describing the distribution of nucleation temperatures between samples because of the melting 
temperature upper bound. A slight modification is first made to the Weibull distribution as defined 
in Equation (3.23). By considering the degree of supercooling upon freezing, Δ𝑇𝑇f = 𝑇𝑇m − 𝑇𝑇f, 
instead of the absolute nucleation temeprature, the location of the upper bound is shifted from 𝑇𝑇m 
to zero. This effectively reduces the number of parameters in the Weibull distribution from three 
to two. Figure 3.6a depicts a histogram of the average nucleation temperatures along with the 
probability density function of the Weibull fit, and Figure 3.6b shows the Weibull probability plot 
of the average nucleation temperatures. Linearity in the probability plot indicates the ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩ data 
are well described by the Weibull distribution. We find an average degree of supercooling upon 
freezing of ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩ = 14.3°C and standard deviation of 𝜎𝜎⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩ = 1.6°C. 

In the case of the nucleation barrier, the full three parameter GEV distribution is fit to the 
nucleation barrier data and a best fit is found with the Fréchet distribution. This agrees with the 
intuition discussed in Section 3.2.5 that the homogeneous nucleation barrier represents a natural 
limit. Wood and Walton[87] found a value of 𝐵𝐵hom = 1.66 × 1012K5 (ln𝐵𝐵hom = 28.14), and 
though this limit has not been strictly enforced when fitting the Fréchet distribution here, the 
probability density function evaluated at the homogeneous limit is on the order of 10−60 and is 
small enough to exclude any nonphysical contributions. Figure 3.6c depicts a histogram of the 
nucleation barriers along with the probability density function of the fitted Fréchet distribution. 
Figure 3.6d shows the Frechet probability plot and the observed linearity suggests an appropriate 
fit. We find an average nucleation barrier of ⟨ln𝐵𝐵⟩ = 25.4 and standard deviation of 𝜎𝜎ln𝐵𝐵 = 0.7. 

Having determined the marginal distributions, we can now consider the joint distribution. To 
that end, we first compute the correlation parameter for the two extreme variables using Equation 
(3.26) and find a value of 𝛥𝛥 = 1.32. The joint probability density function, 𝑇𝑇(⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩, ln𝐵𝐵), is then 
calculated from Equations (3.25) and (3.27) and is shown in Figure 3.7a. Next, we can perform a 
variable substitution in order to obtain the PDF in terms of the nucleation rate parameters, 𝐴𝐴 and 
𝐵𝐵, using the definition of the mean nucleation temperature form Equation (3.24). From the result, 
shown in Figure 3.7b, we see that the there is a narrow band of probable pairings, which indicates 
that nucleation parameters have a somewhat high degree of correlation and perhaps represents a 
fundamental property of heterogeneous nucleation.  

In the context of classical nucleation theory (and shown in Equation (3.13)), the heterogeneous 
nucleation barrier, Δ𝐺𝐺het∗ , is the product of the homogeneous nucleation barrier, Δ𝐺𝐺hom∗ , and a 
heterogeneous shape factor, 𝑇𝑇, which accounts for a modified contact area between the growing 
solid ice cluster and the catalyst particle onto which it nucleates[203]:  
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 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺het∗ = 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺hom∗ 𝑇𝑇het(𝜃𝜃) (3.28) 

The shape factor, 𝑇𝑇het, is a function of the contact angle, 𝜃𝜃, between the ice embryo and 
nucleating surface and can vary between 𝑇𝑇(0°) = 0  (corresponding to complete wetting and no 
nucleation barrier) and 𝑇𝑇(180°) = 1 (corresponding to complete hydrophobicity and 
homogeneous nucleation). Hydrophilic surfaces, which have small contact angles and also smaller 
nucleation barriers, are often polar in nature, and polar surfaces are known to orient liquid water 
molecules in their close vicinity. Therefore, a potential explanation for the scaling behavior seen 
in Figure 3.8c and correlation seen in Figure 3.7b could be that the reduction in mobility of liquid 
molecules caused by more potent hydrophilic nucleating surfaces results in a smaller pre-
exponential diffusive coefficient. 

 

Figure 3.7: Bivariate extreme value distributions. a) Joint probability density function, 
𝑇𝑇(⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩, ln𝐵𝐵) computed from the marginal univariate extreme value distributions for the mean 
freezing temperature, ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩, and nucleation barrier, 𝐵𝐵. The distribution is centered at ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩ =
14.3°C and ln𝐵𝐵 = 25.4. b) Probability density function from panel a) with the mean freezing 
temperature transformed to ln𝐴𝐴 using the definition of the mean nucleation temperature for a 
constant cooling rate experiment from Equation (3.23). A narrow distribution indicates a strong 
correlation between the kinetic and thermodynamic nucleation parameters. 

Now that we have determined the distribution of the nucleation parameters from extreme 
value statistics, we can apply this model to useful ends. Since the 5ml systems are not a practical 
size for preserving anything beyond cell suspensions and small tissue constructs, we may be 
interested in seeing how the model can be used to predict nucleation behavior in larger, more 
relevant volumes. This will be covered in the following section. Additionally, the experiments from 
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which the model is constructed, constant cooling rate experiments, do not represent the modality 
of supercooling employed when actually preserving a biological specimen. In reality, preservation 
is conducted at a constant temperature and at temperatures warmer than the supercooling limits 
probed in constant cooling rate experiments. We may therefore be interested in evaluating how the 
model predicts nucleation behavior in isothermal systems and as a function of time. This will be 
covered in Section 3.2.9. 

3.2.8 Scaling of the nucleation process with system size 

A useful property of probability distributions is that the probability of independent events 
occurring together is the product of the independent probabilities (i.e., 𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵) = 𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴) ⋅
𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵)). If we consider a large system being comprised of a collection of smaller independent 
systems, we can generalize this rule to predict how probability distributions scale with system size. 
For example, if 𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥) is the cumulative distribution function for a system of size 𝑇𝑇1, then the 
distribution for an identical system of size 𝑇𝑇2 is [𝐹𝐹1(𝑥𝑥)]𝑠𝑠2/𝑠𝑠1. Following this logic, the size of the 
system can be readily incorporated into the GEV distribution yielding: 

 
𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑉𝑉) = [𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥)]𝑉𝑉/𝑉𝑉0 = exp �−

𝑉𝑉
𝑉𝑉0
�1 + 𝜉𝜉 �

𝑥𝑥 − 𝜇𝜇
𝜎𝜎

��
−1/𝜉𝜉

� (3.29) 

where 𝑉𝑉0 is the volume of the system from which the model was developed, and 𝑉𝑉 is the 
volume of an arbitrary system. If a process were to scale with surface area rather than volume, then 
the relevant surface area quantity could be used instead. In systems where heterogeneous catalysts 
are intentionally added in order to study their nucleation behavior or to initiate nucleation, the 
relative scaling parameter would be the total nucleant surface area which is then often converted 
to a concentration.  

Incorporating the system size into the probability functions in this manner can help assess the 
validity of the statistical model developed thus far. For example, we can conduct a campaign of 
constant cooling rate experiments in a larger system and assess the level of agreement with the 
volume scaling predictions from the statistical model based on the 5ml data.  

The 5ml and 20ml systems employed in this study have a volume ratio of 𝑉𝑉20:𝑉𝑉5 = 4 and a 
surface area ratio of 𝑆𝑆20: 𝑆𝑆5 = 2.2. Although we can hypothesize that the petrolatum coating 
removes the possibility of ice nucleation on the container surface since it is a slippery hydrocarbon-
based material similar to oils used to study homogeneous nucleation in emulsions, we cannot 
decisively conclude whether nucleation is initiated on the container surface during the constant 
cooling rate experiments and thus expect nucleation behavior to scale with surface area, or whether 
nucleation is initiated in the bulk of the fluid and thus expect nucleation to scale with volume.  

An additional factor that must be considered is the temperature gradient that persists within 
the cylindrical volumes while being cooled at a constant rate. The 5ml chamber has an inner radius 
of 6.35mm and the 20ml chamber has an inner radius of 12.7mm. From a simple scaling analysis, 
we can approximate the temperature difference from the wall to the center axis of the cylindrical 
chamber, as well as the radial thermal penetration depth within which the temperature is 
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approximately uniform. The radial thermal penetration depth for a constant wall temperature is 
given by 𝛿𝛿r = √4𝛼𝛼𝜔𝜔 and during constant cooling becomes: 

 
𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠 = �4𝛼𝛼𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇

𝐶𝐶
 (3.30) 

where 𝛼𝛼 is the thermal diffusivity (~0.12 mm2/s for supercooled water), Δ𝑇𝑇 is the temperature 
difference (°C), and 𝐶𝐶 is the cooling rate (°C/s). For the 5ml system and a cooling rate of 2°C/min, 
we find that the center axis lags the wall temperature by ~2.6°C. For the 20ml system and a cooling 
rate of 1°C/min, the center lags the wall temperature by ~5.2°C. In the case of volume nucleation, 
if we assume that nucleation is occurring in the coldest part of the system, the entire volume likely 
would not contribute to nucleation but rather a portion of the volume within a certain distance from 
the inner wall.  

Due to the radial temperature gradient within the chambers, there is a potential for buoyancy-
driven natural convection to develop, which would increase heat transfer within the chamber and 
reduce the temperature gradient approximated by Equation (3.10). A smaller temperature gradient 
would ultimately lead to an effective scaling between the limiting scenarios of surface or volume 
scaling depicted in Figure 3.8. Interestingly, one of water’s many anomalous properties is the 
density maximum that occurs around 4°C. At this temperature the coefficient of thermal expansion 
is zero and there is no driving force for natural convection. Ultimately, this effect warrants further 
investigation and future studies should consider incorporating convective transport effects with the 
aim of developing more accurate scaling predictions. 

 

Figure 3.8: Scaling of the nucleation parameters with system volume. Scaling of a) nucleation 
temperature, ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩, b) nucleation barrier, ln𝐵𝐵, and c) nucleation kinetic factor, ln𝐴𝐴, computed 
from the individual extreme value model based on 5ml data. Scaling of the extreme variables, 
⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩ and 𝐵𝐵, is evaluated following the relation in Equation (3.29). Scaling of the kinetic factor, 𝐴𝐴, 
is subsequently computed using the relation in Equation (3.24). Data points are from constant 
cooling rate experiments in 5ml (●) and 20ml (▲) systems as described in Section 3.2.3. Two 
points are shown for the 20ml data, corresponding to pure volume scaling (same color as 5ml data), 
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and surface area scaling (gray). The solid curves correspond to the median value, while error bars 
and shaded regions denote 25%/75% quartiles. 

Shown in Figure 3.8 are the three nucleation parameters ⟨𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇f⟩, ln𝐵𝐵, and ln𝐴𝐴 computed as a 
function of volume, 𝑉𝑉. The solid lines represent the median value of each parameter, and the 
shaded regions are bounded by the 25% and 75% quartiles. The dependence on volume is predicted 
following the relation in Equation (3.29) which incorporates volume into the GEV distribution. 
The nucleation temperatures are computed by incorporating volume into the Weibull distribution. 
Similarly, scaling of the nucleation barrier, ln𝐵𝐵, is computed by incorporating volume into the 
Fréchet distribution. The nucleation pre-exponential factor, ln𝐴𝐴, is obtained using Equation (3.24).  

The average nucleation temperature (Figure 3.8a) scales relatively linearly with the logarithm 
of the volume, levelling off at larger volumes. The decreasing trend of the nucleation temperature 
with volume is caused by an increased likelihood for more potent nucleating catalysts in larger 
samples. Whereas in very small systems (such as micro-emulsions whose droplet diameters are 
often on the order of single microns) it may be possible to exclude all or most insoluble impurities 
(other than the encapsulating oil phase), larger systems inherently will contain more impurities. 
This result is consistent with the early findings of Bigg[204], [205], Langham and Mason[173], 
and Mossop[206] and is in accordance with the singular model for the nucleation. The linearity is 
expected to be a universal property for nucleation of systems containing the same population of 
nucleating catalysts. The precise slope and position of this curve, however, is dependent on the 
particular source of water and the population of impurities that it contains. The scaling of the 
nucleation barrier, ln𝐵𝐵, behaves similarly to the scaling of nucleation temperature, i.e., the larger 
the system is, the higher the likelihood of more potent nucleating agents, and thus larger systems 
possess smaller characteristic nucleation barriers. 

One result that would be difficult to predict without this analysis is how the nucleation pre-
exponential factor, 𝐴𝐴, scales with volume. This factor is often assumed to be the same for 
heterogeneous nucleation and homogeneous nucleation since in the context of CNT it is related to 
the diffusion of liquid molecules to the surface of the growing solid nucleus, and thus thought to 
be solely a property of the liquid and not of the nucleating catalyst. As discussed in Section 3.2.5, 
for consistency of the bivariate statistical model, this parameter cannot remain constant and is 
actually constrained by the values of the other two parameters, ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩ and 𝐵𝐵. Interestingly, the value 
of 𝐴𝐴 is predicted to decrease with increasing volume (Figure 3.8c), which is perhaps 
counterintuitive since a smaller 𝐴𝐴 yields a lower nucleation rate for a constant value of 𝐵𝐵. This 
behavior is in fact consistent with many studies of heterogeneous nucleation, and, as discussed in 
Section 3.2.7, could be a result of reduced molecular mobility in the vicinity of potent active sites 
that are somewhat polar and hydrophilic. Regarding the width of the distribution, it is quite wide 
at small volumes and becomes quite narrow for larger volumes. It is difficult to ascribe a physical 
justification for this behavior since in the scope of this extreme value analysis, the parameter 𝐴𝐴 is 
not an extreme variable, and as such, we can neither predict its distribution for the most potent 
active site nor can we comment on the value of 𝐴𝐴 for the remainder of the active sites. Future 
studies should seek to validate this result and investigate potential physical origins. 
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Also shown in Figure 3.8 are the median parameters from experiments performed in the 5ml 
and 20ml systems. The 20ml data is displayed in two instances, corresponding to scaling with 
volume and surface area. The same general trend (increasing vs. decreasing) is seen between the 
experiments and model prediction which supports the underlying premises of the model. The 
volume scaling produces the best agreement, suggesting that nucleation is not necessarily 
occurring on the container’s inner surface. Future experimental studies should investigate this 
scaling behavior further. 

3.2.9 Freezing probability versus time in systems at constant temperature 

Having developed a statistical model that describes the random distribution of the kinetic and 
thermodynamic nucleation parameters and describes how they vary with system size, we can now 
address the practical objective of this research: determining the freezing probability of supercooled 
aqueous systems in order to identify conditions under which biological material may be held in a 
stable supercooled liquid state. The isothermal freezing probability, resulting from the 
homogeneous Poisson distribution of Equation (3.9) and the nucleation rate from Equation (3.13), 
is given by 

 𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇, 𝜔𝜔|𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵) = 1 − exp �−𝐴𝐴 exp �
−𝐵𝐵

𝑇𝑇3𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇2�
𝜔𝜔� (3.31) 

For systems with uncharacterized impurities, the nucleation parameters in this expression, 𝐴𝐴 
and 𝐵𝐵, are random variables. The model developed in this study has treated the mean nucleation 
temperature and the nucleation barrier parameters as extreme variables, which enables the 
heterogeneous nucleation process to be described by the joint extreme value distribution in 
Equation (3.25). To incorporate the dependence on system volume, Equation (3.25) can be 
modified in accordance with Equation (3.29). By further transforming ⟨Δ𝑇𝑇f⟩ to 𝐴𝐴 using the 
definition of the mean nucleation temperature from Equation (3.24), we can obtain an expression 
for the probability density function in terms of 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵: 𝑇𝑇(⟨𝑇𝑇f⟩,𝐵𝐵) → 𝑇𝑇(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵). Finally, we can 
obtain a generalized expression for the isothermal freezing probability as a function of volume and 
time by integrating over all possible values of 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵 weighted by their joint probability density. 

 
𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇,𝑉𝑉, 𝜔𝜔) = �𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇, 𝜔𝜔|𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵)𝑇𝑇(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵|𝑉𝑉)𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵

𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵

 (3.32) 

This relation is used to compute the freezing probability, shown in Figure 3.9a, for 
physiological saline in a 5ml system with petrolatum-coated surfaces. We find that the logarithm 
of the probability scales approximately linearly with temperature for small probabilities (𝑇𝑇 < 0.5). 
The trend of freezing behavior with supercooled duration is also interesting. For a given freezing 
probability, varying the temperature by only a few degrees results in the corresponding induction 
time varying from one day to one year. This result may have the practical implication of 
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extrapolating supercooled states observed to be stable on the order of days to being stable for much 
longer periods of time. 

 

Figure 3.9: Isothermal freezing probabilities. a) Freezing probability for a rigidly confined 5ml 
system with physiological saline and petrolatum-coated surfaces as a function of temperature and 
for various durations, computed from Equation (3.32). Data points correspond to average freezing 
probabilities from the campaign of isothermal nucleation experiments with a cut-off time of two 
hours. Error bars correspond to +/- one standard deviation. b) Probability of freezing within a time 
of 24 hours as a function of system volume and temperature, computed from Equation (3.32). 

The results of the 5ml isothermal experiments are also shown in Figure 3.9a. In each of these 
experiments, the effective quantity measured is the probability of the sample freezing within two 
hours of being supercooled. Average freezing probabilities of 23% (n=10), 48% (n=6), and 62% 
(n=18) are found for temperatures of –12°C, –13°C, and –14°C, respectively. As anticipated, the 
freezing probability increases with decreasing temperature, however the experimental values are 
consistently higher than those predicted by the model.  

Considerable variation is observed for the isothermal trials (repeated experiments at individual 
temperatures yielded standard deviations of roughly +/–30%). Though this, as well as the relatively 
small number of repeated trials, likely contribute to the disagreement with predictions, this general 
observation is in fact in accordance with predictions of the statistical model. Due to relatively large 
variation in active site potency between experiments, a high likelihood is predicted of either 
observing almost no freezing events within 2 hours or observing a freezing rate of nearly 100%. 
This highlights the difficulty of performing isothermal nucleation rate experiments as compared to 
constant cooling rate experiments as well as the difficulty of interpreting results from individual 
nucleation experiments. 
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Figure 3.8b depicts the freezing probability as a function of temperature and volume for a 
supercooling duration of 24 hours. This heat map can be of immediate use to the applied 
cryobiologist by informing the choice of preservation temperature based on the size of their system 
and appropriate freezing risk level. For example, accepting a 1% probability compared to a 0.1% 
chance of freezing would enable the storage temperature to be reduced by roughly 3-4°C. 
Accepting a 10% chance of freezing could enable the storage temperature to be reduced an 
additional 3-4°C. 

3.2.10 Conclusion 

Supercooling, which describes the phenomenon of water remaining in a metastable liquid state 
below its equilibrium melting temperature, is an attractive premise for preserving biological 
material at low temperature yet in the absence of ice. Being a metastable process however, there 
is a nonzero probability at all times for freezing to occur, and this reality represents a significant 
challenge for the clinical translatability of any supercooling technique. Just as reactor engineers 
designing nuclear power plants need to know the probability of a meltdown occurring and civil 
engineers designing a suspension bridge need to know the likelihood of a high-magnitude 
earthquake, transplantation surgeons need certain assurance that their supercooled organ will not 
freeze during the storage period. Without methods to arrest ice growth before damage is imparted, 
quantifying freezing probability is expected to be central to enabling the widespread 
implementation of supercooling. 

Ultimately, heterogeneous nucleation is a complex problem that is both incompletely 
understood from a molecular level and difficult to characterize from an experimental standpoint. 
Random active sites, existing as minute insoluble particles floating in solution or adhered to 
container walls as well as certain water-soluble macromolecules, can remain nearly undetectable 
in solution and produce seemingly unpredictable freezing behavior across repeated experiments. 
Predicting nucleation behavior in the presence of uncharacterized impurities remains an unsolved 
problem with broad implications. 

In this study, we leverage the observation that nucleation often occurs repeatedly on the single 
most potent active site present in a system in order to approach the problem using the statistical 
theory of extreme values. This enables us to reduce the scope of the problem by circumventing the 
need to characterize every potential active site. We develop a joint singular and stochastic model 
based on data from constant cooling rate experiments in order to quantify the sample-to-sample 
variability and time-dependent intra-sample stochasticity. By capturing the variability of the 
kinetic and thermodynamic parameters governing heterogeneous nucleation, the model is able to 
predict the probability of nucleation as a function of temperature, volume, and time. Together, this 
approach constrains the multi-faceted probabilistic nature of heterogeneous ice nucleation and 
enables the rational design of supercooled biopreservation protocols. 
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Chapter 4  
Conclusions and Outlook 

Clinical methods for solid organ preservation have not changed dramatically over the past half 
century, still largely involving hypothermic static cold storage on ice. This only permits brief 
periods of viability during ex vivo handling and has contributed substantially to the logistical 
constraints in transplantation and exacerbated the ongoing organ shortage. A recent resurgence in 
funding and attention surrounding innovation in transplantation medicine, however, has led to 
renewed development of advanced preservation techniques such as supercooling. 

Supercooling enables preservation at sub-zero temperatures in the absence of ice and may 
enable significant extension to the preservation durations afforded by static cold storage. This 
follows from the Arrhenius temperature dependence of metabolism, commonly cited as reducing 
by 50% for every 10°C [18]. Due to inherent molecular stochasticity and random heterogeneous 
catalysis, however, the nucleation of ice in supercooled water is random and difficult to reliably 
predict. 

This thesis has identified methods to enhance supercooling stability and developed statistical 
models to constrain freezing probability. Isochoric (rigid) confinement has been found to protect 
against external mechanical disturbance. Increased supercooling stability is also found with the 
application of hydrophobic surface coatings along with the addition of chemical solutes such as 
traditional cryoprotectant agents and as well as macromolecules. Poisson statistics are employed 
to describe the inherent stochasticity of nucleation, and hybrid extreme value statistical models are 
developed to capture the random variability of heterogeneous catalysis by uncharacterized 
impurities. Notably, these models enable the development of stability maps that enable prediction 
of freezing probability as a function of supercooled duration, temperature, volume, and solution 
composition. 

These findings also motivate future investigations. For example, preliminary observations 
about the effect of solutes and viscosity on the nucleation behavior were made, however these 
effects have not been incorporated into a general model for the nucleation rate. Future efforts could 
attempt to extend the extreme value statistics model developed in Section 3.2 to describe solutions 
of arbitrary concentration and viscosity. This may well seem like a lofty goal, however, recent 
studies have begun developing models of the nucleation rate as a function of the water activity of 
a solution, finding universal behavior irrespective of the exact nature of the solute [207]–[209]. 

Furthermore, the nucleation behavior of only two surfaces (bare aluminum and Vaseline) have 
been studied in this work. Identifying the optimal surface and determining how to incorporate it 
into a clinically suitable device could prove fruitful. Identifying more precisely whether nucleation 
scales with container surface area or volume would also strengthen our ability to reliably predict 
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supercooling stability. Similarly, experiments presented in this thesis have only studied the 
nucleation behavior aqueous solutions in the absence of tissue or other biological material. It is 
generally assumed that biological material are poor nucleating substrates (with the exception of 
certain bacteria, proteins and other macromolecules), a premise that should be explicitly validated. 

Ultimately, due to the challenges of stably supercooling large aqueous systems, the effect of 
low temperature on organs and other biological systems is still largely unclear. This work 
establishes a framework for the design of robust and scalable supercooling protocols (from device 
and solution design to selection of a stable storage temperature), and future efforts should build on 
this foundation to study preservation at supercooled temperatures and identify paths towards 
clinical translation. While supercooling enables lower temperature preservation and better 
maintenance of cellular energy reserves (e.g. ATP), poorly understood chilling injury mechanisms 
may be exacerbated. Experiments should seek to understand these mechanisms and identify how 
to optimally modify standard preservation solutions. Lastly, with the continuous improvement of 
profusion techniques, wholistic methods should be developed to optimize the entire preservation 
protocol.  
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